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Index and secondary index theory 
for flat bundles with duality 

Ulrich Bunke and Xiaonan Ma 

ABSTRACT. We discuss some aspects of index and secondary index theory for 
flat bundles with duality. This theory was first developed by Lott. Our main 
purpose in the present paper is provide a modification with better functorial 
properties. 

1. Introduction to the paper 

This article has its origin in the work of J. Lott [21], where he develops two 
versions of secondary index theory for flat vector bundles. 

The basic relation in the first version is the transition from a complex of flat 
real vector bundles to its cohomology. The primary characteristic classes in this 
case are the Bott-Chern classes. The secondary analytic information is given by the 
analytic torsion forms. The main building block of the theory is the construction 
of a push-forward operation (primary and secondary index map) for fibre bundles 
with closed fibres. In a sense it is given by considering the fibre-wise de Rham 
complex twisted by a flat bundle as an infinite-dimensional object of the theory. 
Then one applies the equivalence relation (take the cohomology) to reduce to finite
dimensional vector bundles again. As shown in [14] (based on the analytic results 
of [24]) this first version of secondary index theory has the expected functorial 
properties with respect to iterated fibre bundles. 

Lott's second version of secondary index theory involves flat real vector bundles 
with parallel non-degenerate quadratic or symplectic forms (flat duality bundles). 
The basic relation in Lott's approach was that hyperbolic forms were considered 
to be trivial. The primary characteristic classes in this case are Chern classes and 
the secondary information is given by eta-forms. Again, the main building block 
of the theory was the construction of a push-forward for fibre bundles with closed 
oriented even-dimensional fibres. The infinite-dimensional object in this case is 
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the signature operator twisted by the flat vector bundle. By applying the relation 
one again reduces to cohomology and therefore to the finite-dimensional world. 
It turns out that Lott's definition is not functorial with respect to iterated fibre 
bundles already on the primary level. In order to repair this defect one must enlarge 
the equivalence relation. We replace triviality of hyperbolic bundles by lagrangian 
reduction. Note that a hyperbolic bundle admits an lagrangian sub-bundle which 
has a complementary lagrangian sub-bundle. It is the existence of a complementary 
lagrangian sub-bundle that we must give up. 

The set of flat duality bundles together with the secondary information and 
taken modulo equivalence is now organized in primary L- and secondary L-groups. 
These are quotients of the corresponding groups introduced by Lott. For maps out 
of these groups we are going to use the same formulas involving generators as 
in Lott's work. One of the achievement of the present paper is the verification 
that these constructions are still well-defined, i.e., they factor over the enlarged 
equivalence relation. The other main result is that our version now also enjoys 
functoriality with respect to iterated fibres bundles. 

In Section 2 we define the L-functor on spaces. It only depends on the funda
mental group of the space. If the representation theory of the fundamental group 
is sufficiently well-known then we can explicitely compute the L-group. Then we 
study certain relations between flat duality bundles which hold in L-theory. This 
information is needed later in the proof of functoriality with respect to iterated 
fibre bundles. We also discuss a natural transformation from L- to K-theory. 

In Section 3 we introduce the secondary counterpart L. We relate it with 
secondary K-theory (K;/z in Lott's notation). Then we show how the relations 
which were already investigated in the primary case now extend to the secondary 
situation. In fact, the knowledge of many relations in L helps in arguments showing 
well-definedness and functoriality for maps with values in L. 

In Section 4 we study an 17-homomorphism from L to IR./Z ("17" since its 
analytic definition involves 17-invariants) and its lift to R The homomorphism to 
IR./Z comes from the natural transformation to K;/~-theory and the usual pairing 
with K-homology. In Lott's version it has a lift to IR.. Unfortunately this lift does 
not factor over our enlarged equivalence relation. In order to repair this defect 
we introduce an extended version of Land L-theory. This extended version now 
admits a real-valued 'l}-homomorphism. It is possible to define a push-forward for 
the extended Land L-groups, but note that these are not contravariant functors 
of the underlying space. The properties of the extended L-groups deserve further 
study. 

In Section 5 we define the secondary index map. The verification of well
definedness and functoriality is based on the behavior of 1J-forms under adiabatic 
limits. So we first state these results without proof and then turn to the details 
of the secondary index map. The results of this section were the main goal of the 
present paper. 
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The last Section 6 is devoted to the proof of the adiabatic limits result needed 
and stated in Section 5. In contrast to the preceeding sections, where we tried to 
give complete proofs, in this last section we will only sketch the main steps. It 
should be clear that keeping the level of depth also across the last section would 
expand the paper by a factor of three. The arguments in the last sections are 
in fact very similar to the corresponding proofs for analytic torsion forms. For 
a specialist it should not be too complicated (but by the experience of the first 
author it is also not easy) to take the stated theorems, find their counterparts for 
analytic torsion forms together with the proof in the indicated literature, and then 
correspondingly modify this proof to show the statements for the eta-forms. 

2. The functor L. 

2.1. Introduction and summary. The main object of this section is func
tor L. from the category Top of topological spaces and continuous maps to the 
category of Z2-graded rings and ring homomorphisms. For a space X the elements 
of the ring L. (X) are locally constant sheaves of (anti-)symmetric forms over IR 
considered up to isotropic reduction. The ring operations are induced by the direct 
sum and the tensor product. 

It turns out that the functor L. factors over the homotopy category h Top. 
For a path-connected space X the ring L.(X) only depends on the fundamental 
group of X (see Subsection 2.3 for more details). 

On nice spaces a locally constant sheaf of finite-dimensional lR-modules gives 
rise to a real vector bundle. The form on the sheaf induces a form on the bundle. 
This observation leads to a natural transformation from L. to the complex K
theory functor K O• In this way we consider L. as a refinement of K O• 

Given a K-oriented morphism 7r: X --t B in Top, say a locally trivial fi
bre bundle with fibre a closed even-dimensional manifold which admits a vertical 
Spine-structure, there is a wrong-way homomorphism of groups 7r~pinc : KO(X) --t 

KO(B). Analytically, it is given by the index of the twisted fibre~ise Spine-Dirac 
operator. 

If the fibres are merely oriented, then we can use the twisted fibrewise signature 
operator to define the wrong-way homomorphism 7r~ign: KO(X) --t KO(B). The 
interesting point about the functor L is now that 7r~ign can be lifted to a group 
homomorphism 7r~: L.(X) --t L./(B). It is essentially· given by taking the fibrewise 
cohomology of the locally constant sheaf on X. This yields a locally constant sheaf 
on B. Using fibrewise Poincare duality, we define the (anti-) symmetric form on the 
cohomology sheaf. 

It turns out that this wrong-way map is functorial with respect to iterated fibre 
bundles and natural with respect to pull-back of fibre bundles. A similar functor 
L~ott was previously defined by Lott [21] using a smaller equivalence relation so 
that L.(X) is a quotient of L~ott(X). The corresponding wrong-way maps 7r~,Lott 
are not functorial with respect to iterated fibre bundles. 
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In the first three sections we will denote by X a topological space and by M 
a manifold. 

2.2. Definition and first properties. 
2.2.1. Definition of L •. We now give details of the definition of the contravari

ant functor L. from the category Top of topological spaces and continuous maps 
to Z2-graded rings. 

Let X be a topological space. If R is a ring and E is a R-module, then the 
constant sheaf of R-modules Ex with stalk E is the associated sheaf to the presheaf 
which is associates to any non-empty open subset U c X the space of sections E 
such that the restriction to subsets is given by the identity. A sheaf F of R-modules 
over X is called locally constant, if there is an open covering {U>.} of X such that 
Flu). is a constant sheaf for all A. 

If R is a field, then we say that F is a locally constant sheaf of finite
dimensional R-modules if there is a suitable open covering such that Flu). is the 
constant sheaf with the stalk being a finite-dimensional vector space over R. If 
F is a locally constant sheaf of finite-dimensional R-modules over X, then let 
F* := HomR(F,lh) be its dual. If q: F -4 £, is a homomorphism between two 
such sheaves, then we have an adjoint q* : F* -4 £,*. 

From now on we consider the case R := IR. Let f E Z2 = {-1, 1}. An f
symmetric duality structure on F is an isomorphism of sheaves q: F ..:::. F* satis
fying q* = fq. 

To define the group L.(X) we first consider an abelian semigroup L.(X) with 
zero element. Then we construct L.(X) by introducing a relation. An element 
of the semigroup L,(X) is an isomorphism class of a pair (F, q) consisting of a 
locally constant sheaf of finite-dimensionallR-modules and an f-symmetric duality 
structure q. The operation in L,(X) is given by direct sum of representatives 

(F, q) + (F', q') := (F ffi F', q ffi q') . 

The relation on L, (X) is generated by lagrangian reduction. If i: £ ~ F 
is an inclusion of a locally constant subsheaf, then we can consider the sheaf 
£1. := ker(i* 0 q). This sheaf is again a locally constant subsheaf of F. The sheaf 
£ is called lagrangian if it is isotropic, i.e., £ C £1., and coisotropic, i.e., £1. C £. 

We say that the element (F, q) is equivalent to zero by lagrangian reduction, 
(F, q) rv 0, if it admits a locally constant lagrangian subsheaf. The equivalence 
relation on L,(X) is now the minimal equivalence relation which is compatible 
with the semigroup structure and contains lagrangian reductions. 

DEFINITION 2.1. We define L.(X) := L,(X)/ "'. 

The class of (F, q) in L,(X) will be denoted by [F, q]. 

LEMMA 2.2. L,(X) is a group. 
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PROOF. We have [F, q]+[F, -q] = O. Indeed, consider the diagonal embedding 
F ----> F E& F. Its image is a locally constant lagrangian subsheaf of (F E& F, q E& 
-~. D 

The Z2-graded ring structure L.(X) @ L.,(X) ----> L •• ,(X) is induced by the 
tensor product: 

[ ][ ' '] v'ER[ , '] F,q F ,q:= CJ F@F ,q@q . 
yEE' 

The sign-convention is made such that later we have a natural transformation of 
rings from L to complex K-theory K O• 

If f: Y ----> X is a morphism in Tap, then f*: L. (X) ----> L. (Y) is defined by 
f* [F, q] = [f* F, f* q]. It is easy to check that f* is well-defined. Furthermore, it 
follows from the fact that we work with locally constant sheaves that the map f* 
only depends on the homotopy class of f. Therefore, L factors over the homotopy 
category h Top in which maps are considered up to homotopy. 

REMARK 2.3. A version L~ott(X) of this ring was first introduced by Lott 
[21]. His definition differs from ours since our relation "lagrangian reduction" is 
replaced by "hyperbolic reduction" in the definition of Lott. Here a pair (F, q) is 
called hyperbolic if there is an lagrangian subsheaf C C F such that this embedding 
extends to an isomorphism (C E& C*, qcan) ~ (F, q), where 

( 0 ide) 
qcan := E ide 0 . 

In particular, L.(X) is a quotient of L~ott(X). 

2.2.2. Some simple properties. In the definition of the functor L. we tried to 
generate the equivalence relation in a certain minimal way. This simplifies the 
check of the well-definedness of a transformation out of L.(X) which is given on 
representatives. To check the well-definedness of a transformation with values in 
L.(X) it is useful to know some list of further relations which hold in L.(X). 

For (F, q) as above, we also denote q(x, y) := q(x)(y). If N E End(F), then 
we define its adjoint with respect to q by N' := q-l 0 N* 0 q. 

DEFINITION 2.4. A Z-grading of (F, q) of length n E Z is a semisimple element 
N E End(F) such that N has integral eigenvalues in {O, ... , n} and N' = n-N. We 
set Fk := ker(N - k). An element v E End(F) is called a compatible differential 
if it is of degree one with respect to the grading, v2 = 0, and v' = -v, i.e., 
q(vx,y) + q(x,vy) = 0 for x,y E F. 

If (F, q) has a Z-grading of length n, then it is the sum of the subsheaves Fk. 
The duality pairs Fk with Fn-k. If it has in addition a compatible differential 
v, then we can consider the cohomology 1t := ker(v)/im(v). It is again a locally 
constant sheaf of finite-dimensionallR-modules with an induced duality structure 
q1t and Z-grading of length n. 
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LEMMA 2.5. (1) If (F,q) admits a 7l,-gmding of length n, then in L,(X) we 
have 

{o n odd, 
[F, q] = ["n/2 I 1 .r ,q Fn/2 n even. 

(2) If (F, q) admits in addition a compatible differential, then in L,(X) we have 

[F, q] -= [1i, qH]' 

PROOF. To show the first assertion note that for k < n!2 we can take off 
summands of the form (Fk EDP-k, qlpEBFn-k)' These summands represent trivial 

elements of L,(X), since they contain the lagrangian subsheaves Fk c FkEDFn-k. 
To show the second assertion first note that - [1i, qH] = [1i, -qH]. Hence 

[F, q] - [1i, qH] = [F ED 1i, qED (-qH)]' Let i: ker(v) -> FED 1i be given by i(x) = 
x ED [x]. Then im(i) is a locally constant lagrangian subsheaf of (F ED 1i, qED (-qH))' 
Therefore, [F ED 1i, qED (-qH)] = O. 0 

Let (FkF)k=o, .. ,ntl be a decreasing filtration of F with FOF = F and 

Fnt1F = O. We obtain a dual filtration (F1F*)1=0,.ntl by setting FIF* = 
Ann(Fnt1-IF) = {x E F* I x(y) = 0 for any y E pn+l-IF}. Let Grk(F) = 

Fk F! Fkt!:F. We have a natural isomorphism Gr(F*) ~ GrCF)* which identi
fies Grk(F)* with Grn-k(F*). 

DEFINITION 2.6. A compatible decreasing filtration of (F, q) of length n is 
a decreasing filtration (Fk F) k=O, ... ,ntl by locally constant subsheaves such that 
q: F -> F* preserves the filtrations. 

Given a compatible filtration of (F, q) we obtain an induced E-symmetric 

duality structure Gr(q): Gr(F) -> Gr(F') -=. Gr(F)*. 

LEMMA 2.7. In L,(X) we have [F, q] ~ [Gr(F), Gr(q)]. 

PROOF. Note that [Gr(F), Gr(q)] has a 7l,-grading of length n. In view of 
Lemma 2.5 (1), it suffices to show that 

{o n odd, 

[F,q] = [Grn/2(F),Gr(q)lcrn/2(F)] n even. 

By the following procedure we can decrease the length of the filtration by two. 
Note that 

[F, q] = [F ED (GrO(F) ED Grn(F)), qED qICrO(F)EBCrn(F)l. 

We introduce the 7l,-grading of length 2 on (F ED (Gro(F) ED Grn(F)), q ED qlcrO(F) 

EBCrn(F)) such that Grn(F) sits in degree zero, F is in degree one, and Gro(F) is in 
degree two. There is a compatible differential v given by the inclusion Grn(F) -> F 
and the negative of the projection F -> Gro(F). Using Lemma 2.5 (2), we have 

[F ED (Gro(F) ED Grn(F)), q ED qICrO(F)EBGrn(F)l = [F', q']' 
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where F' = F1 F / Fn F and q' is the induced E-8ymmetric duality structure. Note 
that (F', q') has an induced decreasing filtration of length n - 2. 

Now we iterate this procedure. If n is odd, then it terminates at 0 E L.(X), 
and if n is even, then we finally obtain (Grn/2 (F) , Gr(q)IGrn / 2 (F)). 0 

Let T c F be an isotropic subsheaf. Then we can consider the locally constant 

f 1-/ . 1- ql:r-L shea FT:= T T. Furthermore, we let qT: FT -+ F; be given by T ----> F* ---> 

(T1-)*. Then qT is an E-8ymmetric duality structure on FT. 

DEFINITION 2.8. We call (FT,qT) the isotropic reduction of (F,q) by T. 

LEMMA 2.9. In L.(M) we have [F,q] = [FT,qT]. 

PROOF. We consider the filtration of length two on F such that T := F2 F, 
T1- := F 1F. Then we can identify (Gr1(F),Gr(q)IGr1 (F)) ~ (FT,qT). We now 

apply the Lemmas 2.7 and 2.5 (1). 0 

2.3. Computation of L.(X). 
2.3.1. Definition of L.(G). Let G be any group. We define a Z2-graded ring 

L(G). First we define the abelian semigroups i.(G), E E Z2, which consists of 
isomorphism classes of tuples (F, q, p). Here F is a finite-dimensional real vector 
space, q: F ---> F* is an E-symmetric duality structure, and p: G ---> Aut(F,q) is a 
representation of G which is compatible with q, i.e., q: F -+ F* is G-equivariant, 
where G acts on F* by the adjoint representation p* given by p*(g) = p(g-1)*. 
The operation in i. (G) is induced by the direct sum of representatives. 

We obtain L.(G) as the quotient of i.(G) with respect to the equivalence 
relation generated by lagrangian reduction. First we declare that (F, q, p) '" 0 if 
there exists a G-invariant lagrangian subspace L C F, i.e., a G-invariant isotropic 
subspace such that L1- = L. Then we extend", to the minimal equivalence relation 
on i.(G) which contains lagrangian reduction and which is compatible with the 
semigroup structure. Let [F, q, p] denote the class in L. (G) represented by (F, q, p). 

Let (F,q,p) be a generator of L.(G) and i: L ---> F be the inclusion of a G
invariant isotropic subspace. Then L1- is G-invariant and the quotient L1- / L =: FL 
carries an induced E-8ymmetric form qL and a representation PL. 

DEFINITION 2.10. We say that (FL' qL, pd is the isotropic reduction of (F, q, p) 
with respect to L. 

LEMMA 2.11. In L.(G) we have [F,q,p] = [FL,qL,PL]. 

PROOF. We consider (F E6 FL, q E6 (-qL), p E6 PL). This tuple represents the 
zero element in L.(G), since it contains the invariant lagrangian subspace which 
is the image of L1- ---> F E6 FL, X f--+ X E6 [x]. Thus [F, q, p] - [FL' qL, pd = O. 0 

The ring structure is given by 

[F ] [F' "] >/ER[F F' , '] ,q,p. ,q,p = CJ i2l ,qi2lq,pi2lp. 
VEE' 
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If X is path-connected, then L€(X) ~ L€(7rl(X,X)) for any base point x E X. 
Furthermore, if f: G' -+ G is a homomorphism of groups, then there is a natural 
ring homomorphism f*: L€(G) -+ L€(G') given by f*[F, q,p] = [F, q, p 0 fl. 

2.3.2. Classification of irreducible E-symmetric forms. Let (F, p) be an irre
ducible representation of G. In the following we classify the invariant E-8ymmetric 
duality structures on (F, p). We distinguish various cases, and in each case we 
define a Z2-graded group A(F, p) by the following rule. A€(F, p) is trivial if (F, p) 
does not admit an E-8ymmetric form. If it admits one isomorphism class of such 
forms, then we set A€(F, p) := Z2' In the remaining case it admits two isomorphism 
classes, and we set A€(F, p) := Z. The group A€(F, p) can naturally be interpreted 
as the part of L€(G) which is generated by triples with underlying representation 
of the form (F ® W, p ® 1), where W a finite-dimensional real vector space. 

If q,p are two G-equivariant duality structures on F, thenp-l oq E Auta(F). 
Thus there exists oX E Auta(F) such that p = qA, where q)..(x, y) = q(oXx, y). 

We call (F,p) 

• real if Enda (F) ~ JR, 
• complex if Enda (F) ~ C and 
• quartemionic if Enda (F) ~ IHl 

as algebras over R By Schur's lemma, every non-zero element in Enda(F) is 
invertible and hence Enda(F) is a division algebra over R By Frobenius' Theorem, 
Enda (F) must be one of the above three possibilities. 

The real case. In this case oX E JR*. If oX > 0, then q and p are isomorphic, 
namely p(x, y) = q( y'Xx, y'Xy). If oX < 0, then p and q are not isomorphic. Thus 
given a real representation (F, p) which admits an E-symmetric duality structure 
q, then E is determined, and there are two isomorphism classes represented by 
(F,q,p) and (F,-q,p). 

We define the Z2-graded groups 

A(F ):= {ZEI70 if E = 1, 
,p OEl7Z ifE=-l. 

If G is compact, by [13, §2.6, Prop.6.5], E must be l. 
The complex case. In this case there is a unique up to sign [ E Auta(F) 

satisfying [2 = -1. For X E Enda(F) we define xq ._ q-l 0 X* 0 q. Then 
(Iq)2 = -1, and therefore we distinguish two subcases: 

• Case C+: [q = [ 
• Case C_: [q = -I. 

CASE C+. In this case q(p,x, y) = q(x, p,y) for all p, E Enda(F). There exists a root 
y'X E Auta(F) and we can write p(x, y) = q( v'>,x, v'>,y). Thus p and q are isomor
phic. We conclude that given (F, p) in case C+ admitting an E-8ymmetric duality 
structure q, then E is determined and there is one isomorphism class represented 
by (F,q,p). 
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We define the Z2-graded groups 

A(F ):= {Z2 EEl 0 if E = 1, 
,p OEElZ2 ifE=-l. 

CASE C_. In this case q(Ix,y) = -q(x,Iy) = -fq(Iy,x). Thus if q is f
symmetric, then qI is -f-symmetric. If p and q are f-symmetric, then we write 
>. = a + bI and p = aq + bqI and conclude that b = O. Moreover, q is isomorphic 
to p exactly if a > O. If (F, p) admits an E-symmetric duality structure q, then 
it also admits an -E-symmetric duality structure. The isomorphism classes are 
represented by (F,q,p), (F,-q,p) for E and (F,qI,p) and (F,_qI,p) for -E. 

We define the Z2-graded group 

A(F, p) := Z EEl Z. 

The quarternionic case. Let S2 C Im(JH[) be the unit sphere of complex 
structures. The lR-linear involution X f---+ xq acts on Im(JH[) and restricts to an 
involution of S2. We distinguish the following three cases 

• Case JH[o: The involution is trivial. 
• Case JH[+: The involution is non-trivial, but has a fixed point on S2. 
• Case JH[_: The involution has no fixed points on S2. 

CASE JH[_. In this case X q = -X for any X E Im(H). We write>. = a + bI 
for some I E S2. Then the same discussion as in the case C_ shows the following: 
If (F, p) admits an f-symmetric duality structure q in case JH[_, then it also admits 
an -E-symmetric duality structure. The isomorphism classes are represented by 
(F,q,p), (F,-q,p) for E and (F,qI,p) and (F,_qI,p) for -E. 

We define the Z2-graded group 

A(F, p) = Z EEl Z. 

CASE JH[o. We can write>. = a + bI with Iq = I. The same discussion as in 
case C+ shows the following: If (F, p) admits an E-duality structure q in case IHIo, 
then E is determined. There is one isomorphism class represented by (F, q, p). 

We define the Z2-graded groups 

A(F, p) := {Z2 EEl 0 if f = 1, 
o EEl Z2 if f = -l. 

CASE JH[+. In this case we can write >. = a + bI + eJ, where Iq = I and 
Jq = -J. Writing p = aq + bqI + eqJ, as qJ is a -f symmetric duality structure, 
we see that c = O. On the one hand we argue as in the case C+ that p and q 
are isomorphic. On the other hand (F, p) also admits the -E-symmetric duality 
structure qJ. If (F, p) admits an E-symmetric duality structure q in case JH[+, then 
it also admits an -f-symmetric duality structure. The isomorphism classes are 
represented by (F,q,p) for f and (F,qJ,p) for -E. 

We define the Z2-graded groups 

A(F, p) = Z2 EEl Z2. 
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2.3.3. Computation of LE(G). Let Rep(G) be the set isomorphism classes of 
finite-dimensional irreducible representations (F, p) of G on real vector spaces. For 
each (F, p) E Rep(G) and E = ±1 we fix one E-symmetric form q if it exists. 

THEOREM 2.12. We have an isomorphism of Z2-gmded groups 

EB A(F,p). 
(F.p)ERep(G) 

PROOF. Fix E E Z2 and let RepE(G) c Rep(G) denote the set of classes 
admitting an E-symmetric form. We consider a generator (V, p, a) of LE (G). 

LEMMA 2.13. If (V, p, a) has no invariant isotropic subspace, then it is isomor
phic to a direct sum EB(F,p)ERep'(G) n(F, p)(F, q, p), where n(F, p) E Z is non-zero 
for at most finitely many (F,p). Furthermore, n(F,p) E {O, I} if A'(F,p) = Z2, 
while in case AE(F,p) = Z we use the convention that -n(F,q,p) stands for 
n(F,-q,p). 

PROOF. Let i: W'---+ V be a minimal G-invariant subspace. Then there is a G
invariant decomposition V = WEElW1-. In fact, wnw1- = 0, since W was assumed 
to be minimal and it cannot be isotropic by assumption. Iterating this argument 
replacing V by W 1- we obtain the required decomposition into irreducibles. 

The multiplicity of (F, p) with AE (F, p) = Z2 cannot be greater than 1. If there 
were two summands, then (F,q,p) EEl (F,q,p) would admit an invariant isotropic 
subspace W = {x EEl I(x) Ix E F} c FEElF, where I E Autc(F) is an isomorphism 
such that q(Ix,Iy) = -q(x,y) for any x,y E F. 

If AE(F,p) = Z, then either (F,q,p) or (F,-q,p) can occur with positive 
multiplicity. If they occurred both, then the sum (F, q, p) EEl (F, -q, p) would admit 
the invariant isotropic subspace W := {x EEl x I x E F} c FEEl F. 0 

LEMMA 2.14. If(V,p,a) does not admit an invariant isotropic subspace, then 
the multiplicities n(F, p) are uniquely determined. 

PROOF. Assume that 

(V,p,a) ~ EB n(F, p)(F, q, p) ~ EB n(F, p)'(F, q, p) 
(F,p)ERep'(G) (F,p)ERep'(G) 

are two decompositions. Consider (F,p) E RepE(G) with n(F,p) # ° and the in
clusion i: sign(n(F,p))(F,q,p) '---+ (V,p,a) given by the first decomposition. Then 
one can check that there is a summand (F', q', pi) of the second decomposition 
such that the composition of i with the projection onto this summand is an iso
morphism. Therefore we can take off a summand sign(n(F,p))(F,q,p) from both 
decompositions. Repeating this argument finitely many times we obtain the asser
tion of the lemma. 0 

LEMMA 2.15. Isotropic reduction in stages can be combined to a single isotropic 
reduction. 
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PROOF. Fix a generator (F,q,p). Given an invariant isotropic subspace L c 
F, we form the reduction (FL' qL, PL). If N c FL is an invariant isotropic subspace, 
then we further form ((FL)N, (qdN, (pdN)' The preimagc N of N under L1---+ 
FL is isotropic and G-invariant. There is a natural isomorphism 

D 

So given (F, q, p) the possible maximal isotropic reductions are parameterized 
by maximal invariant isotropic subspaces. 

LEMMA 2.16. Let L, N c F be two maximal isotropic invariant subspaces. 
Then the corresponding reductions (FL,qL,pd and (FN,qN,PN) are isomorphic. 

PROOF. First of all L n N is an invariant isotropic. After reduction by L n N 
we can assume that L n N = O. 

We now show that (L + N)1- n (L + N) = O. 
We claim that N n L1- = O. In fact, L + (N n L1-) is isotropic and invariant. 

Since L is maximal, we conclude L + (N n L1-) = L. Thus N n L1- c N n L = O. 
We have (L+N)1- = L1-nN1-. Let l+n E (L+N)n(L+N)1-. From l E L1-

we conclude n E L1-. By the claim above n = O. Interchanging the roles of Land 
N, we also conclude I = O. 

Thus (L+N)ffi(L+N)1- = F and L1- = Lffi(L+N)1-. Therefore, we can decom
pose (F, q, p) = (L+ N, qL+N, PL+N) ffi ((L+ N)1-, q(L+N).l, P(L+N).l). The second 
summand is now naturally isomorphic to both, (FL,qL,pd and (FN,qN,PN)' D 

Given a generator (V, p, 0"), we have well-defined multiplicities n(V.p,u) (F, p) E 

A(F, p) given by any maximal isotropic reduction of (V,p, 0"). One easily checks 
that these multiplicities are additive and satisfy n(V,-p,a)(F,p) = -n(V,p,u)(F,p) 
and n(V,p,u)(F,p) = n(VL,PL,UL)(F,p) for any isotropic reduction, They therefore 
define the isomorphism 

(F,p)ERep' (G) 

This finishes the proof of the theorem. 

2.4. The natural transformation to K-theory. 

D 

2.4.1. The bundle-construction. By TOPmet we denote the full subcategory 
of Top of paracompact metrizable topological spaces. Let KO(X) be the complex 
K-theory functor. We construct a natural transformation b: L f --+ KO of functors 
from T OPmct to rings. 

A locally constant sheaf of finite-dimensionallR.-modules on X gives rise to a 
locally trivial real vector bundle bundle(F) in a natural way. We will describe 
bundle(F) by providing the local trivializations and the transition maps. Let 
x E X and U c X be a neighborhood of x such that the restriction Flu is 
isomorphic to the constant sheaf Fx u' where Fx denotes the stalk of F at x, Then 
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we have a local trivialization bundle(F)lu ~ U x Fx. Consider another point 
x' E X and the corresponding local trivialization bundle (F) I u' ~ U' x F x ' of this 
type such that Un u' -# 0. The isomorphism 

(Fxu)lunu' ~ Flu'nu ~ (Fx'u')lunu' 

cPuu l 

induces an isomorphism Fx ~ F x' which we consider as the (constant) transition 
map cPuu' : Un u' ----> Hom(Fx, F x ') between the two local trivializations. 

The correspondence bundle is functorial with respect to morphisms of sheaves 
and compatible with the linear operations direct sum, tensor product, and duality 
on sheaves and vector bundles. Thus applying the bundle construction to (F, q) 
we obtain a pair (F, Q) consisting of a finite-dimensional real vector bundle and 
an isomorphism Q: F ----> F*. The bundle-construction is also compatible with 
pull-back, i.e., if f: Y ----> X is a morphism in TOPmet' then there is a natural 
isomorphism f*bundle(F) ~ bundle(f* F). 

2.4.2. Metric structures. Fix E E Z2. Let (F, Q) be a real vector bundle with an 
isomorphism Q: F ----> F* such that Q* = EQ. Following the language introduced 
by Lott [21] we define the notion of a metric structure. 

DEFINITION 2.17. An isomorphism J: F ----> F is called a metric structure if 
(1) J* 0 Q defines a scalar product on F, 
(2) J2 = Eidp , 

(3) J* 0 Q = EQ 0 J, i.e., Q(x, Jy) = EQ(JX,y). 

Since we assume that X is metrizable and paracompact, it admits partitions 
of unity. This implies that metric structures exist and that the space of all metric 
structures is contractible. 

Given (F, Q) as above, we choose a metric structure J. Let Fe be the complex
ification of F. Then zJ:= ./EJ is a Z2-grading of Fe, and F± = {x E Fe,zJx = 

±x} are sub-bundles of Fe, thus the pair (Fe, zJ) represents an element F+ - F_ 
of KO(X) which does not depend on the choice of J. 

DEFINITION 2.18. We define the natural transformation b: LE ----> KO by com
posing the latter construction with bundle. 

2.5. Push-forward for Lp 
2.5.1. Definition of 7r~. Let 7r: X ----> B be a locally trivial fibre bundle where 

the fibre is a closed topological n-dimensional manifold Z. There is an open cov
ering U = {U.xh of B such that cP.x: Xlu" ~ U.x x Z. If U.x n U" -# 0, then we have 
an isomorphism 

which is of the form (b, z) f--> (b, cP.xll(b)(z)), where cP.x,,: U.x n U" ----> Aut(Z) is a 
continuous family of homeomorphisms of Z. 
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A fibrewise orientation of the bundle 1f: X ---> B is a choice of an orientation 
of Z and of an atlas of local trivializations such that the ¢>./-, are orientation 
preserving. 

n(n+l) [!!±l] r--1 [!!±l] 
Set En:= (-1) 2 = (-1) 2 ,Fn:= (v-I) 2 • To define 

1f~: L,(X) ---> L«n (B), 

we assume that the bundle comes equipped with a fibrewise orientation. Let 
[F, q] E L,(X). Then we construct a representative of 1f:([F, q]) as follows. Note 
that 1f(F) := HR1f*F:= E9~=0 Ri 1f*(F) is a locally constant sheaf of finite dimen
sionallR-modules. In fact, let bE U>. and Zb = 1f-l({b}). Then we have 

1f(F)lu ~H(Zb,Flz) . 
A b UA 

By Poincare duality over Zb, we have an isomorphism such that Hk(Zb,FI;) ~ 
Hn-k(Zb,Flz)* for all kEN. This isomorphism is preserved by the transition 
maps so that we obtain an isomorphism 1f(F*) ~ 1f(F)*. If we compose this 
isomorphism with the sum of the isomorphisms Ri 1f*(q): Ri 1f*F ---> Ri 1f.F*, then 
we obtain an EEn-symmetric duality structure 1f(q) on 1f(F) (cf. Subsections 2.5.2, 
5.2.2). 

DEFINITION 2.19. We define 1f:([F, q]) := [1f(F) , 1f(q)]. 

LEMMA 2.20. 1f: is well-defined. 

PROOF. By construction 1f(q) is an isomorphism with the correct symme
try properties. Thus our prescription (F, q) ~ [1f(F) , 1f(q)] provides a homomor
phism of semigroups n-:: t,(X) ---> L«n (B). We must show that it factors over 
t,(X) ---> L,(X). Let £ c F be a lagrangian subsheaf. It leads to a compatible 
(see Definition 2.6) filtration (Fi F)i=O,l oflength 1 by FO F:= F, F1 F:= £. 

We obtain an induced filtration (Fi 1f(F)) i=O,l such that F11f(F) = im(H R1f.£ 
---> HR1f.F) oflength 1 which is compatible with 1f(q). Here one has to check that 
F 11f(F) is a lagrangian subsheaf. This can be verified either directly by looking 
at the long exact cohomology sequence associated to 0 ---> £ ---> F ---> F 1£ ---> 0, or 
by invoking the spectral sequence induced by the filtration and the discussion in 
Subsection 4.4.1 below. 

By a combination of Lemmas 2.5 (1) and 2.7, we have [1f(F) , 1f(q)] = O. D 

Note that (1f(F) , 1f(q)) comes with a natural Z-grading of length n. Thus we 
can apply Lemma 2.5 to reduce to the middle term. In particular, we have 1f: = 0 
if n is odd. 

REMARK 2.21. In [21], Lott defines 1f:,Lott: L~ott(X) ---> L~:,:t(B) which in
duces 1f: by passing to quotients. 
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2.5.2. Functoriality. Here we will show that 7rf is functorial with respect to 
iterated fibre bundles. Let 7rl: W -> V and 7r2: V -> 8 be locally trivial fibre 
bundles where the fibres are closed topological manifolds. We assume that both 
bundles come equipped with fibrewise orientations. We set 7r3 := 7r2 0 7rl. We fur
thermore assume that 7r3: W -> 8 is a locally trivial fibre bundle with fibrewise 
orientation with fiber Z. The fibre Zs (s E 8) is itself a fibre bundle. We assume 
that this bundle structure is preserved by the transition maps between local triv
ializations of 7r3. We assume that the orientation of the fibres Zs are induced by 
the orientations of the fibres of 7rl and 7r2. We will call this situation an iterated 
fibre bundle with compatible fibrewise orientations. 

In the smooth category, i.e., if W, V, and 8 are smooth manifolds and if 7rl, 7r2, 

and 7r3 are smooth maps, to give a locally trivial fibre bundle is the same as to give 
a proper submersion. Furthermore, to give a fibrewise orientation is the same as to 
give an orientation of the vertical bundle. The composition of proper submersion 
is again a proper submersion. Thus if 7rl: W -> V and 7r2: V -> 8 are locally 
trivial fibre bundles in the smooth category with fibre X, Y, then automatically 
7r3: W -> 8 is a locally trivial fibre bundle with fiber Z. Using the existence 
of connections and parallel transport on can produce local trivializations of 7r3 

preserving the bundle structure of the fibres. The compatible fibrewise orientation 
is obtained by the orientation of the vertical bundle TZ, which can be identified 
with the sum of oriented vertical bundles TX EI7 7riTY. 

We now turn back to the general situation. 

THEOREM 2.22. We have equality of homomorphisms L.(W) -> L" n (8), 

PROOF. Let (F, q) be a generator of L.(W). We show that the equality 
[7r3(F),7r3(q)] = [7r2(7rl(F)),1l'2(1l'1(q))] using the fibrewise Leray-Serre spectral 
sequence (LsETJ Lsdr ) (r 2: 2) associated to the composition of functors 7rh 

and 7r2* applied to F (cf. [18, Thm. 3.7.3], [17, p. 464]). The term LsE2 is 
given by LsE~,q = RP7r2*(Rq7rhF). Furthermore, there are decreasing filtrations 
(FiRk7r3*F)i on Rk7r3*F, kEN, such that Gr(Rk7r3*F) ~ Lp+q=k E'f;,q. 

One checks that the filtration (Fi7r3(F))i is compatible with 7r3(q). To do so 
we can restrict to the fibre over some s E 8. Let n be the dimension of the base 
Ys of the bundle Zs. The length of the filtration is n. One has to show that 

(2.1) 7r3(q)(X)(y) = 0 whenever x E FP7r3(F)s, Y E Fq7r3(F)s, p + q > n. 

If one computes the cohomology 7r3(F)s = H(Zs, Flz) using the chain com

plexes IT(Zs, Flz) which are functorial in sheaves, and on which one can imple

ment PoincarEl duality JZ
8 

: IT(Z., FI z)I\IT(Zs, F* Iz) -> IR as well as the filtration 

(F i IT(Zs,Flz
8
))i leading to the Leray-Serre spectral sequence (cf. [25]), then one 

checks on this level that JZ
8 
wl\w' = Oifw E FPIT(Zs,Flz)'w' E FP'IT(Zs,F*lz)' 

and p+p' > n. It follows that the filtration is compatible with the form Q given by 
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Q(w,w' ) = ~IzJ(-1(~-1)+NdimZq(W)) /\ Wi, W, Wi E n(Zs,FlzJ, where 

N is the Z-grading of n(Z81Flz ). The form Q induces 1l'3(q) in cohomology. This 
immediately implies (2.1). s 

To be more explicit in the smooth case we can take for n (Z 8l F* I z) as 

n(Z81Flz) the smooth F-valued forms so that the symbols above aquire their 

usual me;ning. In this case, Fin(Z81 Flz) = 1l'rlzs n~i(Ys)n(X, Fix) (also d. 
[24, §2.1]). 

By Lemma 2.7 we have [1l'3(F),1l'3(q)] = [Gr(1l'3 (F)) , Gr(1l'3(q))]. 
Now 1l'2(1l'1(F)) can be identified with the term LsE2 (F) of the spectral se

quence and 1l'2(1l'1(q)) is the induced form LsE2(q) (see Subsection 4.4.1 below). 
The same model as above can be used to check that the n-th term LsEn(F), n 2 2, 
is a locally constant sheaf on S with an induced form LsEn(q), which carries a 
compatible Z-grading and a compatible differential. We obtain the (n + 1 )th stage 
of the spectral sequence by taking cohomology. Thus, by Lemma 2.5 (2). we have 
[LsEn(F), LsEn(q)] = [LsEn+1(F), LSEn+1(q)]. We conclude with 

[1l'2(1l'1 (F)), 1l'2(1l'1 (q))] = [LsE2(F), LsE2(q)] = [LsE(X)(F), LsE(X) (q)] 

= [Gr(1l'3(F)), Gr(1l'3(q))] = [1l'3(F),1l'3(q)]. 

o 
REMARK 2.23. Note that this functoriality does not hold in general for 1l'~,Lott. 

2.5.3. Compatibility and naturality. In the present subsection we work in the 
smooth category. Let 1l': M ---> B be a locally trivial fibre bundle over a compact 
base B such that the fibres are compact even-dimensional smooth manifolds. We 
further assume that the fi brewise tangent bundle T M! B is oriented. Then the 
bundle has a fibrewise orientation. We have the following maps: 

• 1l'!ign: H*(M,JR) ---> H*(B,JR) defined by 1l'*(w) = IM/BWUL(TM!B), 
where I M/ B is integration over the fibre and L(T M! B) denotes the Hirze
bruch L-class of the fibrewise tangent bundle. 

• 1l'~ign: KO(M) ---> KO(B) defined by 1l'sign([E]) = ind(D~gn), where D~gn 
is the fibrewise signature operator twisted by the complex vector bundle 
E ---> M and ind(D~gn) E KO(B) denotes the class of the index bundle. 

• 1l'~: L,(M) ---> L«n (B) given in Definition 2.19. 

Let ch: KO ---> Hev(.,JR) denote the natural transformation of ring-valued 
functors given by the Chern character. 

THEOREM 2.24. The following diagram commutes: 

L,(M) ~ KO(M) ~ Hev(M,JR) 

,,~ 1 s;gnl 
"! 

L (B) b KO(B) ~ Hev(B, IDl) EEn --------> ~ ~ 
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PROOF. Recall that the map b is defined in Definition 2.18. Commutativity 
of the right square is the assertion of the index theorem for families applied to 
the family of twisted fibrewise signature operators. The commutativity of the left 
square is a consequence of Hodge theory by which we can identify bundle (11" (F)) 
with the bundle ker(DbUndle(Flc)' 0 

The following proposition is an immediate consequence of the definition. 

PROPOSITION 2.25. The push-forward 11"~ is natural with respect to pull-back 
of fibre bundles, i. e., given f: B' --t B we consider the pull back 

f*M~M 

j*n 1 n 1, 
B' ~B 

and we then have (f*1I")~ 0 N = f* 0 11"~. 

3. The functor L. 

3.1. Introduction and summary. This subsection shall be considered as 
an introduction to both, the present section and Section 5. Our purpose here is to 
motivate the introduction of L •. 

If we compose the natural transformation b: L. --t KO with the Chern char
acter ch: KO --t Hev (., IR), then we obtain a natural transformation ch 0 b: L. --t 

H ev ( ., IR). In the present section we study the kernel of this map in detail. 
Note that L. is given by a topological construction. Staying in the topological 

framework we first define a functor LR/Z from topological spaces to Z2-graded 
groups together with a surjective natural transformation to ker( ch 0 b). We can 
consider ch: K --t H ( ., IR) as a map between classifying spaces. Its homotopy 
fibre is again a classifying space of a cohomology theory KR/Z. The functor LITf./z 
is defined by a pull-back of K;'}z --t KO via b: L. --t KO. Using the geometric 
description of KR/ Z given in [20], one could also obtain a geometric description of 
-R/Z L . 

As a cohomology theory KITf./z admits wrong-way maps for suitably oriented 
fibre bundles. The topic of secondary index theory [20J is to relate these topological 
secondary index maps with their analytic counterparts. The main constituent of 
the construction of the secondary analytic index is the 1J-form of a family of Dirac 
operators. The well-definedness and functoriality of the wrong-way maps in the 
geometric picture encode properties of 1J-forms. As a formal consequence of its 
definition we have wrong-way maps for LR/Z with nice functorial properties. 

The functor LITf./z fits into an exact sequence 

0---+ H Odd (X,IR)/im(ch: Kl(X) --t HOdd (X,IR)) ---+ LR/Z(X) ---+ 

---+ ker(ch 0 b: KO(X) ---+ Hev(x, IR)) ---+ O. 
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It turns out that, working in the smooth category, we can define a refinement 
I, ---+ IR/z which fits into the sequence 

0----4 Hodd(X, lR) ----4 I,(X) ----4 ker(ch 0 b: KO(X) ----4 Hev(x, lR)) ----4 O. 

The definition of I, is geometric and not (obviously) related to a cohomology 
theory. So it can be considered as a nontrivial fact that I, still admits wrong-way 
maps with nice functorial properties. It is in fact the main purpose of the present 
paper to construct these maps and verify their functorial properties. These results 
thus encode some finer properties of the 1]-forms of families of signature operators 
twisted with fiat vector bundles. 

In the present section we give the definition of the secondary L-functors and 
discuss their simplest properties and relations to other functors. The wrong-way 
maps are introduced in Section 5 after a digression to 1]-forms and 1]-invariants. 

3.2. Secondary K-theory. 
3.2.1. Definition of KJi.}z. We are going to recall the definition of the 2-

periodic cohomology theory K R/ Z introduced in [19], [20]. Let BU be the classi
fying space of complex K-theory. The Chern character (with real coefficients) is 
induced by a map ch: BU ---+ rr~=l K(lR, 2n). The homotopy fibre of this map 
classifies KR/ Z . In particular, for any space X there is a natural exact sequence of 
KO(X)-modules 

... -t K- 1(X) ~ Hodd(X,lR) ----4 KJi.}z(X) P.... KO(X) ~ Hev(X,lR) ----4 •.• , 

where KO(X) acts on cohomology via the Chern character. 

3.2.2. A geometric description. For a manifold M we recall the definition of 
KJi.}z(M) in terms of generators and relations as given in [20, Defs. 5, 6]. We 

form the abelian semigroup KJi.}z(M) consisting of isomorphism classes of tuples 

(E,hE, '\jE,p), where E = E+ EEl E_ is a Z2-graded complex vector bundle, hE 
is a hermitian metric and '\jE = '\jE+ EEl '\jE_ is a metric connection, both being 
compatible with the grading, and p E nOdd(M)jim(d) satisfies dp = ch('\jE) := 

Ch('\jE+) - ch('\jE_). The semigroup operation is induced by the direct sum of 
generators. On KJi.}z(M) we consider the minimal equivalence relation", which is 
compatible with the semigroup structure and such that the following holds: 

(1) (Change of connections) We have (E,hE,'\j,p) '" (E,hE', '\j', p') if and 
only if p' = p + ch('\j', '\j). (See Section 3.6 for a definition of the trans
gression Chern form.) 

(2) (Trivial elements) If (E, hE, '\jE) is a Z2-graded hermitean vector bundle 
with connection, then (E EEl EOP,hE(J)E, '\jE EEl '\jE,O) '" 0, where EOP 
denotes E with the opposite grading. 

The group KJi.}z(M) is the quotient of KJi.}z(M) by"'. By [E, hE, '\jE, p] we denote 

the class of (E, hE, '\jE, p) in KJi.}z(M). 
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It was shown by Lott [20, §2] that the group given by this geometric definition 
is naturally isomorphic to the topological defined object of Subsection 3.2.1. 

3.3. The functor L'R/z. 
3.3.1. The definition. 

DEFINITION 3.1. We define the functor X f-> L'R/Z(X) from TOPpara to groups 
by the following pull-back diagram: 

L'R/Z(X) --------> L(X) 

1 lb 
Kii./z(X) ~ KO(X) 

Especially, L'R/z (X) = {( u, v) E Kii./z (X) x L( X) I f3u = bv}. 

On morphisms the functor L'R/z only depends on homotopy classes. Note that 
KO(X) and Kii./z(X) are L(X)-modules via b. This induces an L(X)-module struc-

ture on L'R/Z(X). We have the following natural exact sequence of L(X)-modules 

K-1(X) ~ Hodd(X,IR) ---+ LR/Z(X) ---+ L(X) ~ Hev(X,IR). 

3.3.2. Secondary push-forwards. Let 7r: X -> B be a smooth locally trivial 
fibre bundle with closed even n-dimensional fibres and equipped with an orienta
tion of the vertical tangent bundle T X / B. In order to define an index map for 
K'R/z we need the further assumption that 7r is K-oriented. Thus assume that 

TX/B has a Spinc-structure. Then there are maps 7r~pinc: KO(X) -> KO(B) and 

7r~Pine,R/Z: Kii./z(X) -> Kii./z(B) (the topological secondary index, cf. e.g. [20D, 
such that the following diagram commutes: 

Hodd(X, IR) --------> Kii./z(X) --------> KO(X) --------> Hev(x, IR) 

Spine 1 7r, 

Hodd(B,IR) --------> Kii./z(B) --------> KO(B) --------> Hev(B,IR) 

where 7r~pinc(w) = JX/BA(TX/B) Uec,j2 Uw and Cl is the first Chern class 

determined by the Spine-structure. There is an unique element E sign E Ko(X) 
such that 7r~ign(x) = 7r~pinc(Esign. x). Note that ch(Esign) U A(TX/ B) U eCl/2 = 
L(TX/B). 

DEFINITION 3.2. (1) The secondary signature index map 

sign,R/Z. K- 1 (X) K- 1 (B) 
7r, . R/Z -> R/Z 

is defined by 
sign,'R/Z () Spine ,R/Z (E ) 

7r, X := 7r, sign. X • 
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(2) The push-forward Jr~,lF.jZ: LITf.jZ(X) -+ LIT?jZ(B) is defined as the map induced 
b sign,lF.jZ d L Y Jr, an Jr •. 

COROLLARY 3.3. The following diagrams commute: 

Hodd(X,~) ------> K;}z(X) ------> KO(X) ---+ 

,,:ign 1 '" 
,ign,",/' 1 

'" 
,ign 1 

Hodd(B, ~) ------> K;}z(B) -+ KO(B) ------> 

Hodd(X,~) ------> LlF.jZ(X) ------> L(X) ------> 

,,:ign 1 "~,,,/z 1 ,,~ 1 
Hodd(B,~) ------> LlF.jZ(B) -+ L(B) ------> 

Hev(x,~) 

sign 1 ". 

HeV(B, ~), 

Hev(x,~) 

sign 1 ". 

HeV(B,~). 

All push-forward maps are natural with respect to the pull-back of fibre bun
dles. Moreover, they are functorial with respect to iterated fibre bundles. In greater 
detail we have the following: Let Jrl: W -+ V and Jr2: V ---> S be locally trivial 
smooth fibre bundles with closed even-dimensional fibres X, Y. Further assume 
that the vertical bundles T X and TY are oriented and carry Spine-structures. 
Then the composition Jr3 = Jr2 0 7Tl: W ---> S is a locally trivial fibre bundle with 
closed even-dimensional fibres Z and the vertical bundle T Z carries an induced 
orientation and Spine-structure. In this situation the index maps on complex K
theory, K;/z-theory, L-theory (Theorem 2.22), and in cohomology behave functo
rially with respect to the iterated fibre bundle. It now follows immediately from 
the definition that 

C 3 4 L,lF.jz, L,lF.jz L,lF.jz 
OROLLARY .. 7T3* = 7T2* 07Th . 

3.4. The functor L. 
3.4.1. Definition of L. The functor X f--> LlF.jZ(x) from TOPmet to L(X)

modules was defined by a purely homotopy-theoretic construction as an extension 
of the functor 

X f--> ker (ch 0 b: L(X) ---> Hev (X,~)) 

by X f--> HOdd(X,~)/ch(K-l(X)). 

Let TOPsmooth denote the full subcategory of paracompact metrizable spaces 
TOPmet which are homotopy equivalent to smooth manifolds. In the present sub
section we use a differential geometric construction to define on TOPsmooth a 
functor X f--> L(X) to graded L(X)-modules which extends X f--> ker(ch 0 b) 
by X f--> Hodd (X, ~) . 

It suffices to define L as a homotopy invariant functor on the category of 
smooth ;nanifolds and smooth maps. Again we start with defining a abelian semi

gro~ps LE(M), E = ±l, with identity and obtain the group LE(M) as the quotient 

of LE (M) by an equivalence relation. 
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Let (F, q) be a representative of an element of L.(M). Then we have a real 
vector bundle F := bundle(F) which carries a natural flat connection \IF such 
that ker(\lF ) = F. The form Q E Hom(F, F*) which is induced by q is parallel 
with respect to \IF. Let J be a smooth metric structure on (F, Q). It induces a 
Z2-grading zJ := }.J of the complexification Fe. In general, since J is not parallel 

with respect to \IF, this grading is not preserved by the connection \lFe induced by 
\I F. The even part of \I Fe with respect to zJ is a connection on Fcc which preserves 
the Z2-grading. It will be denoted by \lFc.J. Then \lFe,J = \lFe + ~J-1(\lF J). 
Let (O*(M), d) be the real de Rham complex of M. We can use this connection to 
define a characteristic form which represents the Chern class of Fcc. 

DEFINITION 3.5. We define p(\lF, J) E 0 4*-.+1 (M) by 

(3.1) p(\lF, J) := ch(\lFe,J) := Trs [exp( _(\lFe ,J)2 /27ri)] 

:= Tr [zJ exp( _(\lFe,J? /27ri)] . 

An element of L.(M) is an isomorphism class of tuples (F, q, J, p), where 
(F, q) is a representative of an element of L.(M), J is a metric structure on 
F := bundle(F), and p E 04*-'(M)/im(d) satisfies dp = p(\lF, J). The semigroup 
operation is induced by direct sum of representatives: 

(F, q, J, p) + (F', q', J', p') := (F ffi F', q ffi q', J ffi J', p + p'). 

Before introducing the equivalence relation we recall the definition of the trans
gression Chern form. Let E ---+ M be a Z2-graded complex vector bundle and let 
\I, \I' be two connections on E preserving the grading. Then we consider the bun
dle E := pro E ---+ [0,1] x M with connection V which is given by Vat := at (t is 
the coordinate in [0,1]) and V x = (1- t)\I x + t\l~ for X E T M. We decompose 
ch(V) = dt 1\ 'Y + r, where r does not contain dt and 'Y: [0, 1] ---+ O(M) is a smooth 
family of forms. 

DEFINITION 3.6. The transgression Chern form is defined by 

ch(E, \I', \I) := 11 'Y(t)dt. 

It satisfies 
dch(E, \I', \I) = ch(\I') - ch(\I). 

We now introduce the equivalence relation which is again generated by la
grangian reduction. We consider (F, q) and a metric structure J on F. Let £ c F 
be a locally constant lagrangian subsheaf and L := bundle(£). Then we have a 
decomposition F = LffiJ(L). Let \lEIl denote be the part of\lFe.J which preserves 
this decomposition. 

DEFINITION 3.7. We define 

jj(F, q, J, £) := ch(Fc, \lEIl , \lFe,J). 
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We require that the equivalence relation contains the relation 

(F, q, J, p) '" (0,0,0, p + p(F, q, J, £)). 
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Note that (0,0,0, p+p(F, q, J, £)) is a generator of t(M), since ch(VEP) = J< Tr[J 

exp( - V EP ,2 /27ri)] = ° and hence 

dp + dp(F, q, J, £) = ch(VFc,J) + ch(VEP) - ch(VFc,J) = 0. 

Then we extend", to the minimal equivalence relation on LE(M) which contains 
lagrangian reduction and which is compatible with the semigroup structure. 

DEFINITION 3.8. We define the semigroup LE(M) := Lt(M)/ "'. 

By [F,q,J,p] we denote the class in LE(M) represented by (F,q,J,p). 

LEMMA 3.9. LE(M) is a group. 

PROOF. We have [F, q, J, p] + [F, -q, -J, -p] = 0. Indeed, we consider the 
locally constant lagrangian subsheaf £ c FEB F which is the image of the diagonal 
embedding :F --+ FEB F =: :t. Let J := J EfJ (-J) be the metric structure on 
P := bundle (:t). Then VFc,J already preserves the decomposition P = L EfJ JL. 
Hence p(:t, if, J, £) = 0, where if := qEfJ -q. Therefore, we have (:t, if, J, 0) '" 0. 0 

3.4.2. Change of the metric structure. We consider (F, q) and two metric 
structures J, J' on the associated bundle F. We define the transgression form 

p(VF, 1', J) := ch(Fc, VFc,J', VFc,J) 

such that we have 

dp(VF,J',J) =p(VF,J') -p(VF,J). 

LEMMA 3.10. In LE(M) we have 

[F, q, J', p'] - [F, q, J, p] = [0,0,0, p' - p - p(VF, J', J)]. 

PROOF. Let M be the space of all metric structures on M and pr: M x M --+ 

M be the projection. Let :i := pro F, ij := pr'q. On the associated bundle P we 
consider the tautological metric structure J which over M x {J'} restricts to J'. 

Furthermore, we consider the sheaf:i := FEfJ:F with the form q = q EfJ (-q) 
and the metric structure J = J EfJ (-J) on the associated bundle F. 

Finally, we define :t:= pr':i and if = pr'q. As metric structure on P we take 
J = J EfJ (-pr' J). We set Jo := pro J EfJ (-pr* J). 

Let £ c :i be the image of the diagonal F --+ F EfJ:F. Furthermore, we set 
l = pro £. We define the form w := p(VF, J, pro J) + p(:t, if, J, l) on M x M. It 
is closed, since 

dw = p(VF, J) - p(VF, pro J) - ch(VFc,J) 

= p(VF, J) - p(VF, pro J) - p(VF, J) + p(VF, pro J) = 0. 
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The metric structure J' induces an embedding iJ': M -7 M x {J'} -7 M x M. 
We have 

Therefore, 

p(VF, J', J) = ij,p(VF, J, pr* J) 

pCF, q, J,.c) = ij,p(i", ij, J, C). 

p(VF, J', J) + p(F, q, J,.c) = ij,w. 

Since W is closed, iJI is homotopic to iJ, and 

ijp(VF, pr* J, J) = ° = ijp(F, ij, J, C), 

we conclude that p(VF, J', J)+p(F, q, J,.c) is exact. In L,(M) we have the identity 

[F,q,J',p']- [F,q,J,p] = [f:,q,J,p'-p] 

= [O,O,O,p'-p+p(F,q,J,.c)] = [O,O,O,p'-p-p(VF,J',J)]. 

o 

REMARK 3.11. In [21, Def. 23], Lott defined a similar functor L~ott(M). It is 

also obtained as a quotient of t (M) by an equivalence relation ",Lott. This relation 
is the minimal equivalence relation which is compatible with the semigroup opera
tion and which contains (F, q, J', p') '" (F, q, J, p) + (0,0,0, p' - p - p(VF, J', J», 
and "lagrangian reduction" in the special case that the lagrangian subsheaf ad
mits a lagrangian complement. As a consequence of Lemma 3.10 the relation", is 
coarser than ",Lott so that we have a natural surjective map L~ott(M) -7 L,(M). 

3.4.3. The module structure. 

DEFINITION 3.12. The graded module structure of L(M) 
over L(M) is defined by 

[ ] [ ] ._ ViR [ E Ec,JE ) F,q,J,p • £,p.- CJ Frg;£,qrg;p,Jrg;J ,pAch(V ) , 
VEE' 

where JE is any metric structure on bundle(£). 

LEMMA 3.13. The L(M)-module structure of L(M) is well-defined. 

PROOF. Let J f, i = 0, 1 be two choices of metric structures on (£, q). Then 
we must show that 

[F rg; £,q rg; p, J rg; Jl,p A ch(VEc,J.f») = [Frg; £,q rg; p, J rg; Jf,p A ch(VEc,Jt"»). 

In view of Lemma 3.10 we must show that 

p A ch(VEc,J.f) - p A ch(VEc,Jt") - p(VF0 E, J rg; Jl, J rg; Jf) 
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is exact. We compute 

p 1\ ch(VEc,Jt") - p 1\ ch(VEc,Jt') - p(VF®E, J ® Jf, J ® Jf) 

= P 1\ dcb.(VEc,Jt" , VEc,Ji") _ cb.(VFC®Ec,J®Jt" , VFc®Ec,J®Jt') 

= -d(p 1\ cb.(VEc,Jt" , VEc,Jt')) + dp 1\ cb.(VEc,Jt" , VEc,Jt') 

_ ch(VFc,J) 1\ cb.(VEc,Jt" , VEc,Jt') 

= -d(p 1\ cb.(VEc,Jt" , VEc,Jt')). 

D 

3.4.4. Complexes and ".,-forms. We consider a pair (F, q) together with a Z
grading N of length n and a compatible differential v (d. Definition 2.4). 

DEFINITION 3.14. A metric structure J is called compatible with N if IN + 
NJ=nJ. 

Equivalently, one could require that the decomposition F = 61;=0 Fk of F 
into eigenspaces of N is orthogonal with respect to the metric induced by J. 

The adjoint of v with respect to the metric induced by J is given by v*J = 
-EJ 0 v 0 J. Set V = v*J + v. By Hodge theory we can canonically identify the 
cohomology bundle H = bundle(Ji) with ker(v) n ker(v*J). Since the latter is 
J-invariant we obtain an induced metric structure JH := JIH for (Ji, q'H). 

The theory of characteristic classes and forms extends to superconnections 
(cf. [27], [3, §1.4]). Since we consider several iE2-gradings at the same time we will 
speak of z-superconnection in order to indicate that z is the relevant grading. In 
particular, given a z-superconnection A we set 

ch(A) :=<pTr[ z exp(-A2 )], 

where <p multiplies a p-form by (27ri)~p/2. Furthermore, if A' is a (_l)N -supercon
nection on F, then the odd part A with respect to zJ = !r<J is a zJ-superconnec

tion. In this case we define p(A', J) := ch(A). 
Let M := (0,00) x M and pr: M ___ M be the projection. We consider 

(J:, VF) = pr*(F, VF) and ij := pr*q on M. It has the iE-grading N := pr* N of 
length n and the compatible differential v := pr*v. We further consider the com
patible metric structure J which restricts to t~N/2+n/4oJotN/2~n/4 on {t} xM. We 

have a (-l)N-superconnection A' := V F +v. Let us decompose p(A', J) = dtl\,+r, 
where r does not contain dt. Here r: (0,00) --- n(M) is a smooth family of forms 
on M. More precisely, 

,(t) = _(27ri)~1/2_1_<pTr[zJvexp(_(VFC,J + 0 V )2)]. 
40 2 

Remark that JV = -V J. Thus V is odd with respect to the iE2-grading zJ. By 
[21, Prop. 28 and Prop. 29], (also d. [8, (2.26)]) the following integral exists. 
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DEFINITION 3.15. [21, Def. 32]. The "l-form fi(F, N, J, v) E OeM) is defined 
by 

fi(F, N, J, v) := -100 
-y(t)dt. 

It was shown in [21, (216)] (cf. [7, Thm. 2.8]) that 

(3.2) dfi(F,N,J,v) = p(\1F,J) _p(\1H,JH). 

PROPOSITION 3.16. In LE(M) we have 

[F,q,J,p] = [H,q'/t,JH,p-fi(F,N,J,v)]. 

PROOF. We consider (9, qQ) := (FffiH, qffi -q'/t). It admits a locally constant 
lagrangian subsheaf £ given by the image of ker(v) ~ F ffi H, x t--> X ffi [x]. We 
consider the metric structure JG := J ffi _JH. Then we have 

[F,q,J,p]- [H,q'/t,JH,p - fi(F,N,J,v)] 

= [9, qQ, JG, fi(F, N, J, v)] 

= [0,0,0, fi(F, N, J, v) + p(9, qQ, JG, C)]. 

It remains to show that fi(F,N,J,v) + p(9,qg,JG,£) is exact. This will be a 
consequence of the following general result. 

LEMMA 3.17. Let Eta be a construction which associates to a tuple (F, \1F, Q, 
N, J, v) (a real vector bundle with flat connection, parallel E-symmetric form, com
patible parallel Z-grading, a metric structure (not necessarily parallel), and compat
ible parallel differential) over a manifold M a form Eta( F, \1 F , Q, N, J, v) E O( M) 
such that 
(1) dEta(F, \1F, Q, N, J,v) = p(\1F, J) - p(\1H, JH). 
(2) For a smooth map f: M' ---? M we have 

1*Eta(F, \1F, Q, N, J, v) = EtaU* F, 1*\1F, 1*Q, 1* N, 1* J, 1*v). 

(3) Eta(F,\1F,Q,N,J,v) depends smoothly on the data \1F,Q,J (note that we 
fix N and v). 
(4) If (F, \1F,Q,N,J,v) splits, then Eta(F, \1F,Q,N,J,v) = O. Here (F, \1F, 
Q, N, J, v) splits if and only if the complex (F, N, v) is of the form 

o ---? EO ffi HO ---? EO ffi HI ffi EI ---? •••••• En- 2 ffi Hn- I ffi En- I ---? ffiEn - 1 ffi Hn ---? 0 

with flat vector bundles Ei, Hi, where the differential v is given by the obvious 
maps. Furthermore, En- i- I = (Ei)*, Hi = (Hn-i)*, and this identification gives 
(with the suitable signs) the form Q. The metric structure J shall induce a metric 
such that this splitting is orthogonal and the identifications En- i- I = (Ei)*, Hi = 
(Hn-i)* are isometries. 

Then Eta(F, \1F, Q, N, J, v) - fi(F, N, J, v) is exact. 
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PROOF. The proof is very similar to the axiomatic characterizations of ana
lytic torsion forms [12, A 1.2J (in the acyclic case) and its extension to the case 
with cohomology [24, Lemma 3.1J. 

First one shows that the 7J-form ij(F, N, J, v) has the four properties above. 
Given another construction Eta(F, 'iJF, Q, N, J, v) with these properties one con
siders the difference !:l(F, 'iJF, Q, N, J, v) := Eta(F, 'iJF, Q, N, J, v) - ij(F, N, J, v). 
Then one applies the argument of [12, A1.2J to show that !:l(F,'iJF,Q,N,J,v) 
is exact. First observe by property (1) that !:l(F, 'iJF,Q,N,J,v) is closed. Then 
the idea is that we can deform 'iJ, Q, J to approximate the split case. Using the 
properties (2), (3), and (4), we see that !:l(F, 'iJF, Q, N, J, v) can be smoothly de
formed to zero without changing its cohomology class. This implies exactness of 
!:l(F,'iJF,Q,N,J,v). D 

We now finish the proof of Lemma 3.16. Given (F,'iJF,Q,N,J,v) we can 
construct (9, qg, JG, £) as above. Let Eta(F, 'iJF, Q, N, J, v) := -p(Q, qg, JG, £). 
One checks that it satisfies the four conditions of the lemma. We conclude that 
ij(F, N, J, v) + p(Q, qg, JG, £) is exact. D 

3.4.5. Filtration. Let (F, q, J, p) be given with a compatible filtration (FiF); 
of length n. We assume that we have chosen a metric structure JGr(F) on (Gr(F), 
Gr(q)) which is compatible with the Z-grading. For i < n/2 we consider the 
following sheaves 

We introduce forms qi and metric structures J i by induction on i. 
The sheaf £i admits a Z-grading Nt of length 2 such that £p = Grn-i(F), 

£l = Fi F / F n-i+1, and £l = Gri(F). The differential Vi is given by the embedding 
Grn-i(F) '--+ FiF/Fn- i+1F and the negative of the projection FiF/Fn-i+1F-> 
Gri(F). For i = 0 we have an obvious form qu := qF EEl Gr(q) IGrO(F)EBGrn(F) and 

a compatible metric structure J o := JF EEl JGr(F) I GrO(F)EBGrn(F) such that Vo is 
compatible. 

Assume that we already have defined qi such that the grading and the differen
tial are compatible. We identify Fi+1 F / Fn-i F with the cohomology of Vi. There
fore, we have an induced form qpi+1F/Fn-iF' We now define qi+1 := qFi+1FjFn-iF 
EEl Gr(q) IGrn-i-l(F)EBGri+l (F)" The grading and the differential of £;+1 are again 
compatible with qi+l. 

Assume that we have already defined J i such that it is compatible with the Z
grading. Then we have an induced metric structure JFi+1FjFn-iF. We now define 

. .- Fi+ 1F/Fn- iF Gr(F) I .... J,+l .- J EElJ Grn - i-' (F)EBGri+'(F), Then J,+l IS agam compatIble 
with the Z-grading. 
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DEFINITION 3.18. We define the 7J-form ij(F, Gr(F) , J, JGr(F)) E OeM) of the 
filtration by 

fieF, Gr(F) , J, JGr(F)) 

[(n-l)/2] 

'- '" -(co. N. J. .) + - (G n/2F J JGr(F) I ) .- ~ 'r/ "" " "' v, p r ,n/2, Grn/2(F) . 
i=O 

Then 

d, fieF, Gr(F), J, JGr(F)) = p('VF, J) - p('VGr(F) , JGr(F)). 

LEMMA 3.19. In tE(M) we have 

[F, q, J, p] = [Gr(F), Gr(q), JGr(F) , p - ij(F, Gr(F) , J, JGr(F))] 

{ 

[Gl~C](F), Gr(q)IGr[~I(F)' JGr(F) IGr[~I(F)' p - fi(F, Gr(F) , J, J:r(F))] 

= n=0(2), 
[0,0,0, p - ij(F, Gr(F) , J, JGr(F))] 

n == 1 (2). 

PROOF. We reduce the length of the filtration by two as in the proof of 
Lemma 2.7. Note that 

[Grn-i(F) EB Gri(F), Gr(q) IGrn-i(F)EIlGri(F) , JGr(F) IGrn-i(F)EIlGri(F) ' 0] = 0 

by lagrangian reduction along the lagrangian subsheaf Grn-i(F). In fact, in this 
case 

so that by Definition 3.7 

P (Grn-i(F) EB Gri(F) , Gr(q) IGrn-i(F)EIlGri(F) , 

J Gr(F) I G n-i('r")) - 0 Grn - i (F)EIlGri(F) , r or -. 

Therefore, we obtain by Lemma 3.16 

[ in-HI Fi F/Fn-i+1 F '" - ] F F/F F,qFiF/pn-i+1F,J ,p- ~'r/(£i,Ni,Ji,vi) 

= [£i' qi, Ji, P - L ij(£i, Ni , h Vi)] 
j<i 

j<i 

= [FHIF/Fn-iF,qpi+lF/Fn_iF,JFi+lF/Fn-iF,p_ L fi(£i,Ni,Ji,Vi)]' 
j<i+l 

The assertion of the lemma now follows by induction on i. o 
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3.4.6. Isotropic reduction. Assume that we are given a tuple (F, q, J, p) and 
an isotropic locally constant subsheaf I, i.e., I c I.1... We consider the filtration 
of length two of F such that I := F2 F, I.1.. := Fl F so that we can identify 
(Gr 1 (F),Gr(q)IGr 1 (Fl) ~ (FI,qI)' We choose any metric structure JGr(Fl. Let 

JFz := JGr(Fl IGr 1 (F)" Then we have the form i](F, Gr(F), J, JGT(Fl). The follow

ing assertion is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.19. 

COROLLARY 3.20. In Lc(M) we have 

[F, q, J, p] = [FI' qI, JFz, P - i](F, Gr(F), J, JGr(Fl)]. 

Sometimes we would like to work with easier transgressed characteristic classes 
than l)-forms. It is an interesting observation that one can do isotropic reduction 
without appealing to l)-forms. 

Assume again that we are given a tuple (F, q, J, p) and an isotropic locally 
constant subsheaf T Then we obtain an orthogonal decomposition F = I EfJ (I.1.. 8 
I) EfJ (F 8 1.1..), here we denote by F 8 1.1.. the orthogonal complement sub-bundle 
of 1.1.. in F with respect to the metric J* 0 q. Note that J induces an isomorphism 
I ~ F 8 1.1... There is a natural identification of bundles 1.1.. 8 1= FI. The metric 
structure J restricts to 1.1.. 81 and therefore defines a metric structure JFz on FI. 

We consider the Z-grading on F which is given with respect to the decom
position above by N = diag(O, 1,2). The connection VF is upper-triangular with 
respect to this decomposition. Therefore, 

(3.3) 

is regular at u = O. In fact, V6 = VI EfJ VFz EfJ VFll~. The tuple (F, vfj", J) is thus 
isomorphic to the tuple obtained as follows: We consider the sum FI EfJ (I EfJ F II.1.. ) 
with associated bundle FI Ell (I Ell 1), metric structure 

Jfz EfJ (~ ~), 
and connection V fz EfJ VI EfJ (Vl)*. 

We now consider M = [0,1] x M. Let pr: M ---+ M be the projection, :F = 
pr* F, ij := pr*q. On the corresponding bundle we consider the metric structure J 
which on {u} x M restricts to Ju := UN Ju- N . We decompose p(VF, J) = dul\,+r, 
where r does not contain du and where r: [0,1] ---+ n(M) is a smooth family 
of forms. By the discussion above, after shifting the rescaling from the metric 
structure to the connection we see that , is regular at u = 0 so that we can make 
the following definition. 

DEFINITION 3.21. We define 

p(F,q,J,I):= -11 
,(u)du. 
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If I is lagrangian, then it is easy to check that this definition coincides with 
the former Def. 3.7. Furthermore, note that 

dp(F, q, J, I) = p(VFZ, JFZ) - p(VF, J). 

Next we consider isotropic reduction in stages. Assume that £ is a locally 
constant lagrangian subsheaf of F such that I C £. Then we obtain an induced 
lagrangian subsheaf Dr C FI. 

LEMMA 3.22. Modulo exact forms we have 

p(F, q, J, £) =- p(FI, qI, fFz, £I) + p(F, q, J,I). 

PROOF. We consider the orthogonal decompositions 

F = [EEl (L e 1) EEl ([1. e L) EEl (F e [1.) 

and the commuting Z-gradings M := diag(O, 1, 1, 2) and K := diag(O,O, 1, 1). 
Note that V F is upper triangular with respect to these gradings. Thus, if we 
define Vu,v := u-Mv-KVFvKuM, then this family of connections extends to 
(u, v) E [O,IJ x [0, 1J. We identify F ~ [EEl FI EEl [ such that FI ~ [1. e [ and the 
last component is identified with Fe[J. by J. Furthermore, let V~z be constructed 
as in (3.3) using £I C FI and J:F"z. In this identification, we can write 

Vo,v = VI EEl V~z EEl (VI)*. 

We decompose L := [ EEl (L e 1) and set N := diag(O, 1). Then we define V~ := 
U-NVLUN . We now identify F = L EEl L such that the second component goes to 
Fe L via J. Then we can write 

Vu,o = V~ EEl (V~)*. 

Let us now consider the manifold M:= [O,IJ x [O,IJ x M. Let P := pro F and 
ij = pr*q. We consider the metric structure Jon P which restricts on {(u, v)} x M 
to uMvKJv-Ku-M. This works for uv f= O. Nevertheless, it follows from the 
discussion above after shifting the rescaling from the metric structure to the con
nection that pCP, J) is a closed smooth form on M. We decompose pCP, J) = 
dUl\dvl\(7+r, where r contains at most one of du, dv, and (7: [0,1] x [0, 1] -70(M) 
is a smooth family of forms. It follows from Stokes' theorem and the structure of 
Vo,v and Vu,o that 

d r (7(u, v)dudv = P(FI, qI, JFz, £I) + p(F, q, J,I) - p(F, q, J, C), 
i[O,l] x [0,1] 

where the contributions come from the boundary components {u = O}, {v = I}, 
and {u = I}, respectively. This proves the assertion. D 

LEMMA 3.23. [nL,(M) we have [F,q,J,p] = [FI,qI,JFz,p+p(F,q,J,I)]. 

PROOF. We consider the sheaf 9 := FEEl FI together with the form qg = 
q EEl (-qI)' We have the lagrangian subsheaf £ of 9 which is the image of the 
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diagonal map I.L ---> Fill FI. It contains the isotropic subsheaf I ill O. We consider 
the metric structure JG := Jill _JFx. Then we have by Lemma 3.22 

[F,q,J,p]- [FI,qI,JFx,p+p(F,q,J,I)] 

= [Q,qg,JG,-p(F,q,J,I)] 

= [O,O,O,p(Q,qg, JG, £) - p(F, q, J,I)] 

= [0,0, O,p(Q, qg, JG ,I) + P(QI, (qgh, JGx, £I) - p(F, q, J, I)] 

Now note that p(Q, qg, JG, I) = p(F, q, J, I) and p(QI, (qg h, JGx, £I) = O. The 
reason for the first equality is that '\JG and JG preserve the decomposition G = 
Fill FI and that I C F EEl O. The second identity can be seen by noting that '\JGx 
preserves the decomposition GI = LI EEl JGx LI. 0 

3.5. Functorial properties. 
3.5.1. Homotopy invariance of pull-back. If f: M ---> N is a smooth map of 

manifolds, then we obtain an induced map f*: L.(N) ---> L.(M), which is given 
on generators by pull-back of structures. 

LEMMA 3.24. f* only depends on the smooth homotopy class of f. 

PROOF. Consider a generator (F, q, J, p). Let (ft)tE[O,lJ be a smooth homotopy 
of maps from M to N. Then we have an isomorphism ¢: (foF,foq) ---> (fiF,fiq). 
Let M:= [0,1] x M and H: M ---> N be induced by (ft). We compute 

f~ p - R p - p('\J f ; F, f~ J, ¢* R J) == f~ p - R p - f_ p('\Jw F, H* J) 
JM/M 

= -d f_ H*p+ f_ dH*p- f_ p('\JwF,H*J) 
JM/M JM/M JM/M 

== f_ (p('\JH* F, H* J) - p('\JH* F, H* J)) = 0, 
JM/M 

where == means equality modulo exact forms. It now follows from Lemma 3.10 that 

[f~ F, f~q, f~ J, f~ p] = [fi F, fiq, R J, fi pl· 

o 

One can also check that the pull-back f* is compatible with the L(M) Crespo 
L(N) )-module structures. 

3.5.2. Exact sequences. We define natural maps Hodd(M, IR) ---> L(M) and 
L(M) ---> L(M) by [p] f-+ [0,0,0, p] and [F, q, J, p] f-+ [F, q], respectively. We 
consider HOdd(M, IR) as an L(M)-module such that every element of L(M) acts 
trivially. Hey (M, IR) becomes an L(M)-module via the ring structure of Hey (M, IR) 
and the homomorphism chob: L(M) ---> HeY (M,IR). 
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LEMMA 3.25. We have the exact sequence of L(M)-modules 

Hodd(M,IR) ---; L(M) ---; L(M) ---; Hev(M,IR). 

PROOF. It is obvious from the definition of the maps that the composition 
of two of them vanishes. Therefore, it remains to check exactness. We have the 
following commutative diagram 

HOdd(M,IR) ~ LLott(M) ~ LLott(M) ~ Hev(M,IR) 

" 
1 1 

" 
HOdd(M,IR) ~ L(M) ~ L(M) ~ Hev(M,IR). 

The upper sequence is exact by [21, Prop. 21J. The vertical maps are all surjective. 
It follows by diagram chasing that the lower sequence is exact at L(M). 

We now show exactness at L(M). Let (F,q,J,p) be given such that [F,qJ = 
0. Then there exists (Fl' ql) which admits a lagrangian subsheaf Cl such that 
(F E9 F l , q E9 qd also admits a lagrangian subsheaf C. We choose a metric struc
ture J l and define PI such that [Fl' ql, J l , PlJ = 0. In fact we must take PI := 
-P(Fl' ql, h, Cl ). Lagrangian reduction by C shows that [F E9 F l , q E9 ql, J E9 
Jl,p + P1J = [O,O,O,wJ for the form w := P + Pl + p(F E9 Fl,q E9 ql, J E9 h,C). It 
follows that [F, q, J, pJ = [0,0,0, wJ comes from Hodd(M, 1R). D 

3.5.3. Injectivity of Hodd(M, 1R) -> L(M). 

PROPOSITION 3.26. The map Hodd(M, 1R) -> L(M) is injective. 

PROOF. Let w E nOdd(M) be a closed form. If [0,0,0, wJ = ° in L(M), then, 
by Definition 3.8, there exists (F, q, J, p) together with two lagrangian subsheaves 
Co, Cl such that 

[wJ = [p(F,q,J,Co) -p(F,q,J,Cl )]. 

We claim that [p(F,q, J,Co)-p(F,q, J,C l )] is independent of J. To show this 
we consider the space M of all metric structures and M := M x M. Furthermore, 
let (.i, ii, jj) := pr*(F, q, p). We define the metric structure J on P such that it 
restricts to J' on M x {J'}. Using the two lagrangian subspaces £i := pr* Ci we 
define the closed form 

a := p(.i, ii, J, £0) - p(.i, ii, J, i\). 
The metric structure J provides an embedding iJ: M -> M, and we have 

ija = p(F, q, J, Co) - p(F, q, J, Cl ). Since the embeddings IJ and IJ' for two 
metric structures J, J' are homotopic, the classes [ijaJ and [ij,aJ coincide. This 
proves the claim. 

We next claim that we can assume that COncl = {O}. Note that I:= COncl 
is an isotropic subsheaf. The reduction (Fz, qz) admits two induced lagrangian 
subsheaves (Ci)z. We have by Lemma 3.22 that 

[p(F, q, J, Co) - p(F, q, J, Cl )] = [p(Fz, qz, JFI , (Co)z) - p(Fz, qz, JFI, (Cl)z)]. 
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Thus we can replace (F, q, J, p) by (Fz, qz, JFz, P + p(F, q, J,I)) and Ci by (Cih. 
Let us now assume that Lo n L1 = {O}. Then (cf. e.g. [26, Prop. 2.50]) we 

can choose J such that J Li = L 1- i , i = 0,1. With this choice p(F, q, J, Co) -
p(F, q, J, C1 ) = ° so that [w] = 0. D 

3.5.4. The transformation to KJi.}z-theory. We construct a natural transfor

mation 1: L -+ KJi.}z· Let M be a manifold. Note that KJi.}z(M) is a module over 
the ring KO(M) and, therefore, by b: L(M) -+ KO(M), a L(M)-module. We in 
fact construct morphism of L(M)-modules 1M: L(M) -+ Kii.}z(M) which depends 
naturally on M. 

To define this morphism on generators (F, q, J, p) we use the geometric def
inition of Kii.}z(M) in terms of generators and relations which was recalled in 
Subsection 3.2.2. 

We define 1M: L(M) -+ KJi.}z(M) by 1M[F,q,J,p] = [Fc ,hFc ,\7Fc,J,p], 

where hFc is the hermitian extension of the metric J* 0 Q on F. 

LEMMA 3.27. 1M is well-defined and has the properties as stated above. 

PROOF. Since 1M is induced by an obvious homomorphism 7M: L(M) -+ 

KJi.}z(M) of semigroups (which is natural in M) it suffices to show that 7M is 
compatible with lagrangian reduction and that it induces a L(M)-module isomor
phism. The latter property we leave as an exercise. 

Let C c F be a locally constant lagrangian subsheaf. Then [F, q, J, p] = 
[0,0,0, p + p(F, q, J, C)]. In KJi.}z(M) we have (using hFc = hL ffi hL, \7 E1l = \7L ffi 

\7L ) that 

[Fe, hFc , \7Fc,J, p] = [Fe, hFc , \7 Ell , P + ch(\7E1l , \7Fc ,J)] 

= [L ffi L, hL ffi hL, \7L ffi \7L, P + p(F, q, J, C)] 

= [O,O,O,p+p(F,q,J,C)]. 

This shows that 'YM is well-defined. 

As an immediate consequence of the definition we get: 

COROLLARY 3.28. The following diagram commutes: 

It follows from Definition 3.1 of L'lltjZ(M) as a pull-back that: 

COROLLARY 3.29. There is a natural surjective map 

L(M) -+ L'lltjz(M). 

D 
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4. Eta homomorphisms 

4.1. Introduction and summary. It is an interesting problem to detect 
non-trivial elements of L.(M) for a manifold M. 

From the homotopy theoretic definition of K;'/z there is a natural pairing 

K;'/z(M) <'9 Kl (M) -+ lRjZ, 

where Kl (M) denotes K-homology of M. In [20]' Lott gave an analytic description 
of this pairing. If M is odd-dimensional and the K -homology class is represented by 
a Dirac operator, then its pairing with a class in K;'/z(M) given in the geometric 
picture can be expressed through spectral invariants of the corresponding twisted 
Dirac operator, in particular through the rrinvariant. In the present section we 
consider the K-homology class given by the signature operator, which leads to a 
homomorphism 

The latter pulls back to 
r/R./z: LTR/Z(M) -+ lRjZ. 

It further induces a homomorphism from L(M) to lRjZ. 
The main objective of the present section is to refine the homomorphism to 

an lR-valued one. From the analytic definition of .,,;.fz it is quite obvious that it 
cannot be lifted to lR since the relevant .,,-invariants jump by integers if the kernels 
of the corresponding operators change. But the dimension of the kernel is not an 
invariant of the data given by the classes K;'/z (M) and K 1 (M). 

However, in our special case we work with the signature operator and with 
flat vector bundles. The kernels are tied to cohomology and thus have stronger 
invariance properties. Lott has defined a lift ."Lott: LLott(M) -+ lR. Unfortunately, 
this homomorphism does not factor over L(M). But we can analyze this failure in 
detail. These considerations lead to the definition of the extended groups L~X(M), 
f = ±1, fitting into exact sequences 

0-+ Z -+ L=X(M) -+ L.(M) -+ o. 

The homomorphism from L(M) -+ lRjZ lifts to a homomorphism.,,: Lex(M) -+ R 
The extended groups are only defined for closed odd-dimensional oriented 

manifolds M. Note that they are not functorial with respect to smooth maps (only 
with respect to homotopy equivalences). But they admit extended secondary index 
maps. 

4.2. "";/i: K;A(M) --+ lRjZ. 
4.2.1. The definition. Let M be an oriented n-dimensional closed manifold. If 

we choose a Riemannian metric, then we can define the signature operator Dsign . 

Assume now that n is odd. Then Dsign is a self-adjoint operator which induces a 
class [Msignj E Kl (M), and which is independent of the choice of the metric. 
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DEFINITION 4.1. We define ".,iR}z: KiR}z(M) --+ IR/Z by".,iR}z(x) := (x, [Msign]). 

Furthermore, we define ".,R/Z: LR/Z(M) --+ IR/Z as the composition of ".,iR}z with 

the natural transformation LR/Z --+ KiR}z. 

4.2.2. Geometric description oj".,iR}z. We fix a Riemannian metric gTM on M. 

Let [E,hE, \7E,p] E KiR}z(M). Then one can express ".,iR}z(x) in analytic terms. 

Let D~gn : O(M, E) --+ O(M, E) be the odd signature operator of M twisted by 
the bundle E. Then its ".,-invariant is given by 

(Dsign) .= _1_ foo Tr [DSign _t(D~gn)2] ~ 
"., E . folo E e t1/2· 

Let L(\7™) E O(M) be the L-form of the tangent bundle T M equipped with 
the Levi-Civita connection \7T M. Then we have 

".,R/Z([E, hE, \7E, p]) := [".,(D~gn) - 2 1M L(\7™) 1\ p], 

where [.] on the right-hand side takes the class in IR/Z. Using the local variation 
formula for the ".,-invariant we see that this combination indeed is independent of 
the Riemannian metric and only depends on the class of [E, hE, \7 E , p]. For details 
we refer to Lott [20, Prop. 3]. 

Note that this homomorphisms cannot be refined to have values in IR, since 
the dimension of the kernel of D~gn depends on the choice of the connection for 
the representative [E , hE, \7 E , pl. 

4.3. IR-valued "1-homomorphisms. Since the Lf-groups involve flat bun
dles F = bundle(F), the kernel of the twisted signature operator D~gn defined 
in (4.2) is isomorphic to the sheaf cohomology H*(M,F). In particular, it is in
dependent of the choice of a metric structure. This eventually allows us to define 
IR-valued ".,-homomorphisms. 

4.3.1. ".,Lott. We start with describing the homomorphism ".,Lott: L~ott(M) --+ 

IR which has been defined by Lott in [21, §3.3]. Let M be a closed smooth m
dimensional oriented manifold. The Z-graded vector space of real differential forms 
O(M) carries the Em = (-l)[mi'J-symmetric duality structure (cf. (4.4)) 

q(w,w'):= 1M (_1(M{l':;M- 1 )+mNMw) 1\ w', 

where NM denotes the Z-grading on O(M). We fix the convention Fm:= i[¥J. 
A choice of a Riemannian metric gT M and of the orientation on M induces 

the Hodge-* operator which is characterized by 
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Here vol is the Riemannian volume element of (M,gTM). We define the N M-
compatible metric structure 

M NM(NM-l) N 
J := * (~1) 2 +rn M. 

Let now (F, q) be E-symmetric. By O(M, F) we denote the space of F-valued 
smooth forms on M, where F := bundle(F). If w E O(M) and ¢ E C(XJ(M, F), 
then we have a product w Q9 ¢ E O(M, F). The space O(M, F) carries the ErnE-
duality structure 

It further has a natural Z-grading N of length m. If JF is a metric structure 
on F, then JM,F(w Q9 ¢):= ~JMw Q9 JF¢ is a N-compatible metric struc-

yEvErn 

ture on O(M, F) (cf. Definition 3.14). Let dF be the twisted de Rham differ
ential on n(M,F) induced by the fiat connection \1F on F. Let (dF )* be the 
adjoint of dF with respect to this metric on O(M, F). Then we have (dF )* = 
(~1)m+1EEmJM,FdF JM,F. 

We now assume that m == ~E mod 4, then EErn = 1. Then we define the self
adjoint operator (cf. [2, (4.6)], [7, (1.38)]) 

(4.2) 

DEFINITION 4.2. The homomorphism TJLott: L~ott(M) --+ lR is defined by 

TJLott(F, q, J, p) := TJ(D~gn) ~ 2 1M L(\1™) 1\ p. 

By the argument in [21, Prop. 24], TJLott is well-defined and independent of 
the choice of the Riemannian metric gT M of M. It also follows from the definitions 
that the following diagram commutes: 

L~ott(M) 
1JLott 

lR -------+ 

1 1 
K;;/£(M) 

ry'll./Z 

lR/Z -------+ 

4.3.2. Motivation of extended L-groups. A natural problem is now to lift the 
composition 

- 1 ryFl./Z 
Lc(M) --+ K;;/TJM) ------7lR/Z 

to a lR-valued homomorphism "TJ": Lc(M) --+ lR. This problem could be solved by 
factoring TJLott over the quotient L~ott(M) --+ Lc(M). Unfortunately, this factor
ization does not exist in general. For this reason we will define modified L- and 
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L-groups which will be denoted by L;x and L~x. They fit into the diagram 

( 4.3) 

H4*-E(M,l~) ----> L~ott(M) ----> L~ott(M) ----> H4*+1-E(M, lR) 

II 1 1 II 
H4*-E(M,lR) ----> L:X(M) --------> L;X(M) ----> H4*+l-E(M, lR) 

II 1 1 II 
H4*-E(M, lR) ----> LE(M) ----> LE(M) ----> H 4*+1-E(M, lR). 

The advantage of L;x is that we can extend the homomorphism T)Lott to an 
homomorphism T): L~X(M) -> lR. The draw-back of the extended Lcgroups is that 
they are not functors on the category of manifolds. 

4.4. Definition of the extended L-groups. 
4.4.1. Some linear algebra. Let V be a real vector space with a non-degenerate 

form r: V -> V*. We will call (V, r) a duality space. 

DEFINITION 4.3. A Z-graded duality space of length n E Z is a triple (V, r, N), 
where (V, r) is a duality space and N is a Z-grading operator such that r-1oN*or = 

n-N. 

If (Vi, ri, N i ), i = 1,2, are Z-graded duality spaces of length ni, then their 
tensor product is a Z-graded duality space of length nl + n2. 

Let (V, r, N) be a Z-graded duality space of length n. Assume further that 
r is graded symmetric, i.e., r(v, w) = (-l)lvllwlr(w, v). Then we can define an 

[,,+11 
En:= (-1) -2- -duality structure on V by 

( 
N(N-1)+ N ) (4.4) q(V,W):= r (-1) 2 n v,w. 

Let lR[ -n] be the graded vector space which has lR in degree nand 0 in all 
remaining degrees. The duality structure r induces a map of graded vector spaces 
f: V@V -> lR[-n] by v@w -> r(v,w). 

We now consider a differential d: V -> V of degree one. It induces a differential 
on V@V by d(v@w) = dv@w+ (-1)lv 1v @dw, where v is homogeneous of degree 
Ivl. On lR[ -n] we consider the trivial differential. 

DEFINITION 4.4. The differential d is called compatible with r if f: V @ V -> 

lR[-n] is a map of complexes. Equivalently, r(dv,w) + (-l)lvlr(v,dw) = 0 for all 
v, w E V with v homogeneous of degree Ivl. 

We now assume that d is compatible with r. Let H(V) denote the cohomology 
of (V, d). It is a Z-graded vector space. The map H(f): H(V@ V) -> H(lR[-n]) = 
lR[-n] together with the Kiinneth formula H(V) @ H(V) -=. H(V @ V) induces a 
graded-symmetric duality structure rH on H(V). In order to see that this pairing 
is non-degenerate, note that im( d) ~ = ker( d) and hence ker( d)~ = im( d). 
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Let (V, r, N) be a Z-graded duality space of length n with compatible differ
ential d, where r is graded symmetric. Then we have a (-1)n+lEn----symmetric 
form 

N(N-1)+ N 
Q(v,w):= r((-l) 2 n v,dw) = q(v,dw). 

In particular, if V is finite-dimensional and (-l)n+lEn = 1, then we can consider 
the signature of the quadratic form Q. 

DEFINITION 4.5. T(V, r, N, d) := 2 sign( Q). 

Let J be a metric structure on (V, q). Let d*J denote the adjoint of d with 
respect to the scalar product q(., J.) induced by J. We have d*J = (-l)n+lEn JdJ. 
Assume that (-1)n+lEn = 1. Then we can form the self-adjoint operator D := 

Jd + (-1)n+ldJ = J(d + dd). 

LEMMA 4.6. We have sign(D) = ~ (1 + (_1)n+l) T(V, r, N, d). 

PROOF. By Hodge theory we can identify H(V) with 1i := ker(d) n ker(d*J). 
We decompose V into D-invariant subspaces V = im(d) E£)im(d*J) E£)1i. The metric 
structure J maps im(d) isomorphically to im(d*J). Furthermore, for x, y E im(d) 
we have q(DJx,JJy) = (-1)n+lq(JdJx,y) = q(dJx,Jy) = (-1)n+lq(Dx,Jy). 
Let P be the projection to im(d*J). Then sign(D) = (1 + (_l)n+l) sign(DP). 

For all X,y we have q(x,JDPy) = (-1)n+lq(x,dy). Thus we have sign(DP) = 
~(-1)n+lT(V,r,N,d). 0 

Let (V, r) be a duality space with grading N of length n and compatible dif
ferential d. Furthermore, let ... C pp+l V C PPV C ... be a decreasing filtration 
of the complex (V, d, N) by subcomplexes. Further we assume that there exists 
nB such that r(PPV, pqV) = 0 if p + q > nB. On V 0 V we consider the induced 
filtration pr(v 0 V) = Lp+q=r PPV 0 pqV. Let E~,q(V) be the corresponding 
spectral sequence (cf. [17, §3.5]). 

We filter lR[-n] such that PSlR[-n] = lR[-n] if s :::; nB and F"lR[-n] = 0 for 
s > nB. The map f is then a map of filtered complexes. We therefore obtain a 
morphism of associated spectral sequences, which we also denote by f. The target 
Ef,q(lR[-n]) is easy to describe. We have Ef,q(lR[-n]) = 0 for all s ::::: 0, p, q except 
for p + q = nand p = nB, where Ef,q 9:! lR. All differentials vanish. 

The Kiinneth formula for spectral sequences yields a map 

E~,q (V) 0 E~,t (V) ~ E~+s,q+t (V 0 V). 

If we compose this with the morphism of spectral sequences induced by f we 
obtain pairings ru: E~,q(V) 0 E~,t(V) ~ lR if p + q + s + t = n and p + s = nB. In 
particular, we obtain a pairing on Eu(V) which is compatible with the Z-grading 
N E" (induced by N) of length n and has the same symmetry properties as r. 

The differential du is compatible with the duality structure ru on Eu and the 
duality structure ru+l on EU+l is obtained from ru by considering EU+l as the 
cohomology of Eu as described above. If ro is non-degenerate, then so are the ru 
for all u ::::: o. 
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Assume now that r is graded symmetric and C -1) n+1 En = 1. Then the form 
r u induced on Eu (V) is graded symmetric as well. If Eu (V) is finite-dimensional 
for u ::::: i, then we define 

4.4.2. Hypercohomology and spectral sequences. Let M be a smooth manifold. 
Let F be a locally constant sheaf of finite-dimensional real vector spaces and 
(F, \7F ) be the associated flat vector bundle. We further assume that F is Z-graded 
by NF and has a differential v (cf. Definition 2.4). We use the same symbols in 
order to denote the corresponding parallel endomorphisms of F. The cohomology 
Ji of (F,v) is again a locally constant sheaf of real vector spaces with Z-grading 

N H · 

There are two spectral sequences which converge to the hypercohomology 
H(M, (F, NF , v)) of this complex, the local-global spectral sequence and the hyper
cohomology spectral sequence. Let us take the soft resolution of (F, N, v) given 
by the twisted de Rham complex (OCM, F), dF + v) with the total Z-grading 
NM,F = NM + N F. Its cohomology is naturally isomorphic to H(M, (F, N F, v)). 
The two spectral sequences are associated to the two natural filtrations of this 
complex. 

We first describe the local-global spectral sequence which is associated to the 
filtration 

FPO(M,F) = EOq(M,F). 
q?p 

We have IgEg,q = OP(M, Fq) and 19do = v: IgEb,q -+ IgEb,q+1. The first term 
is given by IgEi,q = OP(M, Hq) and Igd1 = dH : IgEi,q -+ IgEi+1,q. We obtain 
IgE~,q = HP(M, Jiq). The local-global spectral sequences is natural and finite
dimensional starting with its second term. 

We now describe the hypercohomology spectral sequence which is associated 
to the filtration 

FPO(M, F) = E OeM, Fq). 
q?p 

We have hcEb,q = Oq(M, FP) and hcdO = dF : hcEb,q -+ hcEb,q+l. The first term 
is given by hcEi,q = Hq(M,FP) and hcdl := H(v): hcEi,q -+ hcEi+1,q, where 
H(v) is induced by v. The hypercohomology spectral sequence is natural and 
finite-dimensional starting with its first term. 

Now assume that q is an E-duality structure on F such that N F and v are 
compatible with q (cf. Definition 2.4). Let M be closed and oriented, and set 
m:= dimM. On O(M, F) we define the EEm-duality structure qM,F by (4.1). The 
differential dF = dF + v and the total grading NM,F = NM + NF are compatible 
with qM,F. As explained in Subsection 4.4.1. we obtain induced pairings on the 
spectral sequences. 
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We first consider the local-global spectral sequence. We put nB 
obtain pairings 

19qr: IgEf,q ® IgE:,t ---t IR 

m and 

for p+q+s+t = m+n andp+s = m. On IgEb·q®lgE~,t = 0l(M, FQ)®0!(M,Ft) 
this pairing is just qM,F. In particular, it is non-degenerate. As in Subsection 4.4.1, 
the (-l)m+lt't'm-symmetric form qM,F(X, (dF + v)y) induces the corresponding 
(-l)rn+lEt'm-symmetric forms on 19Er . If Et'm = 1, and m is odd, then we can 
define 

DEFINITION 4.8. IgT2(F,q,NF,v):= T2(lgE*). 

In the case of the hypercohomology spectral sequence we put nB = n. We 
have parings 

hcqr: hcEf,q ® IgE:,t ---t IR 

for p+q+s+t = m+n andp+s = n. On hcEb,q®hcE~,t = nq(M, FP)®nt(M, FS) 
this pairing is again just qM,F' In particular, it is non-degenerate. If fEm = 1, and 
m is odd, then we can define 

DEFINITION 4.9. hcTl(F,q,NF,v):= Tl(hcE*). 

Finally, we define 

DEFINITION 4.10. 

T(F,q,NF,v):= hcTl(F,q,NF,v) -lgT2(F,q,NF,v). 

4.4.3. Definition of L~X(M) and L~X(M). We fix closed odd-dimensional ori
ented manifold M. We assume that I' E Z2 is such that t't'm = 1, where I'm := 

[=+'J (-1) -2- E Z2 and m = dimM. 
Let (F, q) be t'-symmetric and £ be a locally constant lagrangian subsheaf of 

F. Then we define an integer T(F, q, £) by the following construction. 
We consider the sheaf 9 := £ Efi F Efi F / £. It carries a natural t'-symmetric 

duality structure qg. Note that q induces maps qc: £ ---t (F / £)* and q:F I c: F / £ ---t 

£*. Then qg: 9 ---t g* is given by 

o q:F1C) 
q 0 . 
o 0 

A compatible Z-grading is given by N g = diag(O, 1,2). We define a differential on 
9 by 

o 0) 00, 
-pr 0 

where ic: £ ---t F is the inclusion and pr: F ---t F / £ is the projection. We introduce 
the sign to make the differential compatible with qg. We now define the following 
integer. 
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DEFINITION 4.11. r(F,q,l:.) := r(g,qg,Ng,vg). 

LEMMA 4.12. If I:. has a lagrangian complement, then we have r(F, q, 1:.) = 0. 

PROOF. In this case the spectral sequences degenerate. o 

We now define the group L~x (note that £Em = 1). First we define the semi
group t~X(M) of isomorphism classes of tuples (F,q,z), where (F,q) is locally 
constant sheaf of real vector spaces with f-symmetric duality structure q and 
z E Z. The semigroup operation is given by the sum of the entries. Next we define 
an equivalence relation", generated by lagrangian reduction. Let (F, q, z) as above 
and I:. c F a locally constant lagrangian subsheaf. Then we require that 

(F,q,z) '" (O,O,z+r(F,q,I:.)). 

We extend '" to the minimal equivalence relation which contains lagrangian re
duction and which is compatible with the sum. 

DEFINITION 4.13. We define L~X(M) := t~X(M)/ "'. 

The semigroup L~X(M) is in fact a group. Let [F, q, z] denote the class rep
resented by (F, q, z). Its inverse is given by [F, -q, -z], since by Lemma 4.12 we 
have 

r(F E9 F, q E9 -q, F) = 0. 

There is a surjective homomorphism L~X(M) -+ Lf(M) induced by (F, q, z) 1---+ 

(F, q). Furthermore, there is homomorphism Z -+ L~X(M) induced by z 1---+ (0,0, z). 

LEMMA 4.14. The following sequence is exact: 

o ~ Z ~ L~X(M) ~ Lf(M) ~ o. 
PROOF. We must show that Z -+ L~X(M) is injective. This will be a conse

quence of the fact that 'f/: L;X(M) -+ lR is well-defined which will be proved below 
(cf. Lemma 4.19). 0 

Of course, there should be a purely algebraic proof of Lemma 4.14. Another 
open problem is to turn M -+ L~X(M) into a functor. 

Using Lemma 4.12 we see that (F, q) 1---+ (F, q, 0) defines a homomorphism 

L~ott(M) -+ L~X(M). 

DEFINITION 4.15. We define L;X(M) by the following pull-back diagram: 

L~X(M) ----+ L~X(M) 

1 1 
Lf(M) ----+ Lf(M) 

An element of L;X(M) can be written as [F, q, J, p, z]. The following assertions 
follow immediately from the definition, Lemma 3.25, and Proposition 3.26. 
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COROLLARY 4.16. We have the exact sequences 

o -----7 Z -----7 L =x (M) -----7 L E ( M) -----7 0 

0-----7 H 4*-E(M,JR) -----7 L=X(M) -----7 L=X(M) -----7 H 4*+1-E(M,JR). 

By (F, q, J, p) I--t (F, q, J, p, 0) we define a morphism 

L~ott(M) ---> L=X(M). 

It is now easy to check that the diagram (4.3) commutes. 

4.5. Construction of 7J: t:X(M) -+ JR. 
4.5.1. The ",-invariant of a complex. Let f E Z2. We assume that M is a 

smooth closed oriented manifold of dimension m such that m is odd and fErn = 
1, equivalently m == -f mod 4. Let (F, q) be a locally constant sheaf of finite 
dimensional real vector spaces with E-symmetric form. Let furthermore N F be a 
compatible Z-grading and v be a compatible differential. By (Ji, q7-d we denote 
the associated cohomology. We choose a Riemannian metric gTM, a compatible 
metric structure JF, and let JH be the induced metric structure. Then we can 
define the operators D~gn and D~gn as in (4.2). The following theorem is the main 
ingredient in the construction of ",. Recall Definitions 3.15 and 4.10 of the ",-form 
ii(F,NF,JF,V) and of the integer 7(F,q,NF,v). 

THEOREM 4.17. We have 

",(D~gn) - ",(D~gn) = 2 1M L(VTM) 1\ ii(F,NF,JF,V) - 7(F,q,NF'V). 

PROOF. A sketch of the proof is given in Subsection 6.2. o 

4.5.2. Definition and well-definedness of ",. Let [F, q, J, p, z] E L~X(M). We 
choose a Riemannian metric gT M. 

DEFINITION 4.18. We define 

",(F,q,J,p,z) ._ ",Lott(F,q,JF,p)_z 

",(D~gn) - 2 1M L(VTM) 1\ P - z. 

LEMMA 4.19. The map (F, q, J, p, z) I--t ",(F, q, J, p, z) induces a well-defined 
homomorphism "': L=X(M) ---> lR. 

PROOF. It follows from the well-definedness of ",Lott [21, Prop.24] that", is 
independent of the choice of the Riemannian metric on M. It therefore suffices to 
show that (F, q, J, p, z) rv 0 implies that ",(F, q, J, p, z) = O. Thus let £ c F be 
a locally constant lagrangian subsheaf of F such that p + p(F, q, J, £) == 0 and 
z + 7(F, q, £) = O. 
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We construct the complex (Q, qg, Ng, vg) as in Subsection 4.4.3. Using the 

compositions h: L -----+ F ~ F ~ FI Land ]P/L: FI L -----+ Fe L ~ L, we 
define the metric structure 

o h) J 0 . 
o 0 

As in the proof of Proposition 3.16, we see that modulo exact forms 

i](9,Ng,Jg,vg) == -p(F,q,J,£). 

By definition we have 

r(F,q,£) = r(Q,qg,Ng,vg). 

The complex 9 is exact. By Theorem 4.17, we have 

Thus 

Tf(F, q, J, p, z) = Tf(D~gn) - 2 1M L('\lTM) 1\ P - z 

= 2 1M L('\lTM) 1\ i](9, Ng, Jg, vg) - r(9, qg, Ng, vg) 

- 2 1M L('\lTM) 1\ P - z 

= -21M L('\lTM) 1\ (p(F, q, J, £) + p) - (z + r(Q, qg, Ng, vg)) 

=0. 

5. The secondary index map 

o 

5.1. Introduction and summary. In this section we consider the secondary 
index map (i.e., the wrong-way or push-forward map) for L, associated to fibre 
bundles. It is constructed by refining the geometric construction of 7r~ign,IR/Z. This 
construction naturally involves Tf-forms for fibre bundles. The proofs of the facts 
that 7rf is well-defined, and that it has nice functorial properties, are all based on 
the study of various adiabatic limits of these 1]-forms. We start this section with 
the introduction of the 1]-form associated to a fibre bundle and the statements of 
the adiabatic limit results. Then we introduce the secondary index maps and dis
cuss their functorial properties. We give the algebraic parts of the proofs in detail 
using the corresponding adiabatic limit results. 
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5.2. Adiabatic limits of eta invariants, the eta form. 
5.2.1. Generalized connections. Let M be a smooth manifold and F --> M be 

a smooth real vector bundle. Let V' be a connection on F. Using the Leibniz rule 
we extend V' to O(M, F) (cf. [3, Def. 1.14]). 

DEFINITION 5.1. A generalized connection on F is an operator A: O(M, F) --> 

O(M, F) of the form A = V' + S with S E O(M, End(F)). 

Let q: F --> F* be a duality structure on F. We extend q to a form q: O(M, F) 
® O(M, F) --> O(M) by q(u ® x, w ® y) = u 1\ wq(x, y). 

DEFINITION 5.2. We say that a generalized connection A on O(M, F) is com
patible with q if dq(¢, 'IjJ) = q(A¢, 'IjJ) + q(¢, A'IjJ). 

5.2.2. The rJ-form of a fibre bundle. Let 7r: M --> B be a smooth locally trivial 
fibre bundle with closed fibres Zb, b E B, of dimension n. Set En = (-1) [ntll, Fn = 

( A) [~l. We assume that the vertical bundle T Z := ker( d7r) C T M is oriented. 
Let (F, q:F) be a locally constant sheaf of finite dimensional real vector spaces over 
M with a E--symmetric duality structure q:F and let F be the corresponding flat 
vector bundle (cf. Subsection 2.4.1). 

We consider the infinite-dimensional Z-graded vector bundle O(Z, F) --> B 
(with grading N z by form degree) with fibre O(Z, Fh = O(Zb, Flzb) such that its 
space of smooth sections on B is COO(M, A '(T* Z) ®F). The space O(Z, F) carries 
an EEn-duality structure qZ,F induced by q:F as in (4.1). Then the Z-grading Nz 
on O(Z, F) is a compatible Z-grading of length n. 

Our next goal is the interpretation of the twisted de Rham differential dF on 
O(M, F) induced by the flat connection V'F on F as a superconnection (cf. [12, 
§III (a)]). We choose a horizontal distribution TH M c TM, i.e., a complement 
to TZ. This choice induces an identification O(M, F) ~ O(B, O(Z, F)). Then dF 

can be viewed as a generalized connection (see Def. 5.2) on O(Z, F). For a vector 
field X E COO(B, TB) we denote by X H E C=(M, TH M) its horizontal lift. If 
W ® ¢ E C=(B, O(Z, F)) c O(M, F), then we set 

V'~,F w ® ¢:= LXHW ® ¢ + W ® V'fH¢, 

where Lx H denotes the Lie derivative. In this way we define a connection on 
O(Z,F). We extend V'Z,F to O(B,O(Z, F)) by using the Leibniz rule. Now we 
decompose (cf. [12, Prop. 3.4]) 

dF = dZ,F + V'Z,F + iT, 

where dZ,F is the fibrewise twisted de Rham differential along the fiber Z and iT 
is the insertion of a tensor field T E Coo (M, A 2 (TH M) * ® T Z). To be precise, 
A2(TH M)* is considered here as a subspace of A2(T* M) and iT is interpreted as 
an element of COO(B, A2(T* B) ®End(O(Z, F))). It turns out that dF is a (_l)NZ_ 
superconnection of Nz-degree one (cf. Subsection 3.4.4) which is flat because of 
dF odF = O. 
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We can form the (finite-dimensional) cohomology H(Z, F) of dZ,F which comes 
equipped with a flat connection VH(Z,F) (d. [12, §III (f)]) and a parallel EEn -

duality structure qH(Z.F)' The sheaf of parallel sections of H(Z, F) is naturally 
isomorphic to H(Z, F) := 7r(F) so that qH(Z,F) corresponds to the form qH(Z,F) := 

7r(qZ,F) on H(Z, F) (cf. Subsection 2.5.1 for notation). 
We now choose a vertical Riemannian metric g1'Z on T Z and a metric structure 

JF on F. The vertical metric and orientation on TZ together induce a Hodge *
operator *: Q( Z) -+ Q( Z) as in Subsection 4.3.1. We define a metric structure on 
Q(Z, F) by 

(5.1) 

This metric structure is compatible with the i.E-grading N z. On the cohomology 
H(Z, F) we obtain a metric structure JH(Z,F) induced by JZ,F. Let (dF )*, (dZ,F)*, 
(iT)*' (VZ,F)* be the adjoints of dF , dZ,F, iT, Vh,F, respectively, with respect to 
the scalar product qZ,F(', JZ,r".) on Q(Z,F) defined by J Z.F . 

• If n is even, by an easy computation we see that dF is compatible with 
qZ,F in the sense of Def. 5.2. This in particular implies that the differential dZ.F 

is compatible with qZ.F' Though Q(Z, F) is infinite-dimensional, the theory of 
characteristic classes and forms extends to certain nice superconnections. In par
ticular, p(dF , Jh,F) E Q(B) is well-defined. We consider the grading ZJZ,F .

~ J z, F. Then the odd part of dF with respect to this grading is given by 
vf€n 

A = ~ (d F + (dF )*). It is a zJz,F-superconnection and we have 

(5.2) 

here r.p multiplies ap-form by (27ri)-p/2. 
We now introduce the rescaling. Let B := (0, (0) x Band pr: B -+ B be 

the projection. We consider the bundle M := pr* Mover B together with the 
canonical projection Pr: M -+ M. We define (:i,qr,THM,JF) := Pr*(F,qr, 

TH M, JF). We obtain the i.E-graded EEn -duality bundle Q(Z, F) over B with 
(-l)1VZ-superconnection A' := dF , which is the twisted de Rham differential on 
Q(M,F) induced by V F . We fix the vertical metric [}TZ which restricts to t-1g1'Z 

over {t} x M. It induces the metric structure .i on Q(Z, F). The form p(A', J) E 

Q(B) is now well-defined as in (5.2). Let us decompose p(A', J) = dt I\,+r, where 
r does not contain dt. Here T (0,00) -+ Q(B) is a smooth family of forms on B. 
More precisely, for t > ° we set 

(5.3) 

Then 

(5.4) 
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By [21, Prop. 31], we have "((t) = 0(t- 3 / 2 ) as t ----> 00 and "((t) = 0(1) as 
t ----> 0 so that we can define ([21, Def. 33]' [8, Def. 4.33]) 

DEFINITION 5.3. ij(n(Z,F),Nz,JZ,F,dF ):= - J;o"((t)dt. 

Note that gTZ and TH M induce a canonical connection \1TZ on TZ (cf. [5, 
Thm. 1.9]' [3, Prop. 10.2]). Let L(\1TZ ) E n(M) be the L-form of TZ as in 
Subsection 4.2.2. We have 

(5.5) dij(n(Z,F),Nz , Jz,F,dF ) = 

h L(\1TZ ) I\p(\1F , JF) - p(\1H(Z,F) , JH(Z,F)) . 

• If n is odd, then A, A(l) = ~(\1Z,F + (\1 Z,F)*) commute with JZ,F. To 
stay in the superconnection formalism we introduce an extra odd variable (J such 
that (J2 = 1. We multiply all components of A with even form degree of A(T* B) 
by this variable and denote the result still A. This modified A is then again a 
superconnection (cf. [9, §II (f)]). 

If Bo,Bl are trace class in End(n(Z, F)), WO,Wl E A(T*B), we put 

(5.6) Tr~ [woBo + wlBl(J] := Wo Tr [Bo] , Tr" [woBo + wlBW] := Wl Tr [Bl]' 

By [9, Thm. 2.10], the form 

(5.7) 

is a closed odd form. Let us decompose p(A', J) = dt 1\ "( + r, where r does not 
contain dt. Then 

(5.8) "((t) = - ~ipTr,,[zJZ'F(:tCt)exp(-c;)]. 

By the same argument as in [10, Thm. 2.11], we have "((t) = 0(1) as t ----> 0 as well 
as "((t) = 0(C3 / 2 ) as t ----> 00 as in [3, Thm. 9.23]. So we can define (cf. [8, Def. 
4.93]): 

DEFINITION 5.4. ij(n(Z,F),Nz , Jz,F,dF ) := - J~CXJ"((t)dt. 

Then the degree zero part ij(O) of ij is ~ TJ(D~~;) for the fibrewise operator in 
(4.2). By the argument in [9, Thm. 2.10]' as in [8, Thm. 4.95] we have 

(5.9) dij(n(Z,F),Nz, Jz,F,dF ) = h L(\1TZ ) I\p(\1F ,JF ). 

Since the fibres Z are odd-dimensional, we must specify our sign conventions when 
integrating differential form along the fibres Z. If 0: E n(B), (3 a section of A(T* Z) 
on M with compact support, then Jz n*(o:) 1\ (3 = 0: Jz (3. This sign convention is 
compatible with the sign convention of Tr in Subsection 3.4.4 and (5.7). 
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REMARK 5.5. Assume that n is odd. In [21, (233)], Lott defined also an even 
form pLott (A', JW(t)). Actually, pLott (A', JW(t)) = O. In fact, we only need to 
show pLott (A', JW (1)) = O. Set A = A(1) + ZJZ,F (A - A(1»). If we use our notation, 

pLott(A', JW (1)) = Fn <pTr~ [ZJZ,F (_I)NZ exp( _A2)] 

= Fn <pTr~ [ZJZ,F (_I)NZ exp( _A2)]. 

Now A preserves the parity of the Nz-grading, while ZJZ,F changes the parity 
of the N z-grading. Thus the above trace must be zero. It also follows from this 
observation that the eta form in [21, (238)] is zero if n is odd. 

We now describe how ij(O(Z,F),Nz , Jz,F,dF ) depends on its arguments. 
Let (TH M,gTZ, JF), (T'H M,g'TZ, J'F) be two triples of geometric data. We will 
mark the objects associated to the second triple by'. 

Let L(T Z, V TZ , V'TZ) be the transgression of the L-form such that 

dL(TZ, V TZ , V'TZ) = L(VTZ) _ L(V'TZ). 

THEOREM 5.6. Modulo exact forms on B, we have 

ij(O(Z, F), N z , JZ,F, dF) - ij(O(Z, F), N z , /Z,F, dF) 

= l L(TZ, V TZ , V'TZ) 1\ p(VF, JF) + l L(TZ, V'TZ) 1\ p(VF, JF, l F) 

_ p(VH(Z,F) , JH(Z,F) , l H(Z,F»). 

PROOF. Note that if n is odd, JH(Z,F) changes the parity of the Nz-grading 
on H(Z, F), thus p(VH(Z,F) , JH(Z,F»), p(VH(Z,F), . .. ) are zero. Now this equation 
is a formal consequence of (5.5) and (5.9). 0 

5.2.3. Adiabatic limits and the formula of Dai. We keep the notation which 
was introduced in Subsection 5.2.2. FUrthermore, we assume that dim Z := n is 
even and that B is closed, oriented, and of odd dimension nB such that Efn+nB = 1. 
We choose a Riemannian metric gTB on the base B. Using the horizontal distribu
tion THM, we define the family of Riemannian metrics gj:M:= 1r*gTB EB .,j.xgTZ, 

T > O. The orientations of Band TZ induce an orientation of M. Let Dfj, := D~gn 
be defined as in (4.2) using the metric gj:M and let TJ(Dfj,) be its TJ-invariant. On 
the base B we consider the twisted signature operator DH(Z,F) := D~~~,F) and 

its TJ-invariant TJ(DH(Z,F») with respect to gTB, JH(Z,F). 
There is a decreasing filtration of the cohomological group H(M,:I') and a 

Leray spectral sequence (LsEn Lsdr ) (r ~ 2) with LsE~,q = HP(B, Hq(Z, F)) con
verging to GrH*(M, :1'). In the present smooth model this spectral sequence is asso
ciated to the filtration of OeM, F) given by FPO(M, F) = EBq';?p1r*Oq(B, O(Z, F)) 
(cf. [17, §3.5]). Then LsEb,q = OP(B, oq(Z, F)). The induced I-symmetric pairing 
LsEb,q 0 LsEg,t -7 JR, p + q + s + t = dimM, p + s = NB = dimB, is given 
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by (4.1). In particular, it is non-degenerate. This spectral sequence with duality 
structure gives rise to the integer LST2(Z, F) := T2(LSE*) as in Definition 4.8. 

Let '\IT B be the Levi-Civita connection on T B. Let L('\IT B) be the corre
sponding L-form on TB. We can now state the main result of [16]. 

THEOREM 5.7 (Dai [16, Thm. 0.3]). 

lim rJ(D!f.) = 
T....,oo 

rJ(DH(Z,F)) + 2 L L('\ITB ) 1\ fj(fl(Z, F), Nz , JZ,F, dF) + LS,FT2(Z, F). 

5.2.4. The rJ-form and complexes. We make the same assumptions as in Sub
section 5.2.2. In addition we assume that F admits a Z-grading NF of length nF 
and a compatible differential v. Let 1-£ be the cohomology of v. Let H be the flat 
vector bundle corresponding to 1-£. 

We choose a metric structure JF on F such that it is compatible with NF. 
Then we obtain an induced metric structure JH on H. 

We modify the construction of the eta form in Subsection 5.2.2 by replacing 
dF by d:= dF + v. This differential is now a flat (-l)N-superconnection, where 
N := N Z + N F is the total grading. Here N is a grading of length n + nF which 
is compatible with the form qZ,F' 

The cohomology of the zero part dZ,F +v of d is the fibrewise hypercohomology 
1-£H of the complex (F, v) along the fibre Z. By HH we denote the corresponding 
bundle which acquires an metric structure JHH induced by JZ,F. 

We now introduce the rescaling. Let again B := (0,00) x Band pr: B ---t B 
be the projection. We consider the bundle M := pr* Mover B together with the 
canonical projection Pr: M ---t M. We define (i',ij;F,THM,v,NF) := Pr*(F,q;F, 
THM,v,NF). We obtain the (by N := Nz + NF) Z-graded EEn-duality bun
dle fl( Z, F) over B with the (-l)'v -superconnection A' := d = dF + v. We fix 
the vertical metric gTZ which restricts to C1gTZ over {t} x M. Furthermore, 
we consider the metric structure JF which restricts to t-NF/2+nF/4JFtNF/2-nF/4 
= JFtNF-nF/2 (cf. Definition 3.14) on {t} x M. These choices induce the metric 
structure Jon fl(Z, F). The form p(A', J) E fl(B) is now well-defined as in Sub
section 5.2.2. Let us decompose p(A', J) = dt 1\ 'Y + r, where r does not contain dt. 
Here 'Y: (0, 00) ---t fl (B) is a smooth family of forms on B. 

LEMMA 5.8. We have 'Y(t) = 0(t-3/2) as t ---t 00 and'Y = 0(1) as t ---t O. The 
form 

fj(fl(Z, F), N, JZ,F, d) := -100 'Y(t)dt 
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satisfies 

dij(0,(Z, F), N, JZ,F, d) 

= {IZ L(\jTZ)l\p(\jF,JF )_p(\jHH,JHH ) 

Iz L(\jTZ) 1\ p(\jF, JF) 

if n is even, 

if n is odd. 
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PROOF. This lemma can be shown using the techniques of the proof of [12, 
Thm. 3.21], [9, Thm. 2.10j. 0 

There are two spectral sequences of locally constant sheaves of finite-dimen
sional real vector spaces which converge to the hypercohomology HH of (F, v) 
along the fibre Z, namely the fibrewise hypercohomology spectral sequence 
(hcEr, hedr) and the fibrewise local-global spectral sequence (lg£r, 19dr ). Both are 
obtained from filtrations of 0,(Z, F) which are compatible with the duality. There
fore, we obtain EEn duality structures qhcEr and qlgEr induced by qZ,F. Let N hcR," 

N glEr be the Z-gradings on heE,-, glEr induced by N. We further obtain corre
sponding metric structures JhcEr and J,gE,.. Let hed; be the adjoint of hedr with 
respect to JhcEr. We identify hcGr(HH) ~ hc£= and 19Gr(HH) ~ 19£= (cf. Sub
section 4.4.2). 

To consider the case of even and odd n in parallel we adopt the following 
convention. If n is even, then the eta form of a complex or a filtration was defined 
in Subsections 3.4.4 and 3.4.5, respectively. 

If n is odd, then we proceed as in (5.7). Note that hcdr + hcd; commutes with 
JhcEr. We form heA := \jhcEr,Jhc E, + (hedr + hcd;)a-. By [7, Prop. 2.12]' [27, §5j, 
the form 

(5.10) 

is an exact odd form. To define the T)-form ij(hc£r, N hcEr ' Jhc E ,., hedr) we now 
employ the usual rescaling induced by the Z-grading N hcEr ' As in [8, Thm. 2.43]' 
[7, Thm. 2.17]' it is a closed form on E, and its cohomology class is ~ [ch(hcEr,>o)
ch(heEr,<O)], where hcEr,>O and heEr,<O are the sub-bundles of hcEr associated 
to positive or negative eigenvalues of ZJhc Er (hcdr + hcd;). In a similar manner we 
define ij(lg£r, NigEr' Jl gEr , 19dr) associated to the local-global spectral sequence. 
We do not change the definition of the T)-forms of the filtrations. 

The following theorems are the main ingredients of the proof of well-defined
ness of the secondary index map. 

THEOREM 5.9. Modulo exact forms on E we have 

ij(0,(Z, F), N, JZ,F, d) == ij(0,(Z, F), N z , JZ,F, dF ) 

+ L ij(hc£, , NhcE, , JhcEr , hcdr) - ij(HH, hcGr(HH), JHH, JhcGr(HH)). 

r~l 
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THEOREM 5.10. Modulo exact forms on B we have 

ij(n(z, F), N, JZ,F, d) == ij(n(Z, H), Nz , JZ,H, dH) 

+ L ij(lgeT> N,gEr' JlgEr , 19dr ) - ij(HH, IgGr(HH), JH H, J'gGr(H H)) 

+ l L(VTZ)l\ij(F,NF,JF,V). 

The proof of both results will be sketched in Section 6. Note that if nF is odd, 
then ij(n(Z,F),Nz, Jz,F,dF) = 0 and ij(n(Z,H),Nz, JZ,H,dH) = 0, as JZ,F 
changes the parity of N F-grading. 

5.2.5. The ",-form of an iterated fibre bundle. Let W, V, S be smooth man
ifolds. Let 'lr1: W --+ V, 'lr2: V --+ S be smooth fibrations with compact fibres 
X and Y, respectively. Then 'lr3 = 'lr2 0 'lr1: W --+ S is a smooth fibration with 
compact fiber Z of dimension n. Let no = dimX,mo = dimY. Let TX,TY,TZ 
be the corresponding vertical tangent bundles. We assume that T X, TY, T Z are 
compatibly oriented such that we have an iterated fibre bundle with compatible 
orientation as in Subsection 2.5.2. 

Let F be a locally constant sheaf of finite dimensional real vector spaces over 
W with a E-symmetric duality structure qF. We choose a metric structure JF on 
F:= bundle(F). 

By taking fibrewise cohomology we obtain locally constant sheaves of finite
dimensional real vector spaces H(X, F) over V, and H(Y,H(X,F)) and H(Z,F) 
over S. These come with induced duality structures q'H.(X,F) , q'H.(Z,F) , q'H.(Y,'H.(X,F))· 

We choose horizontal sub-bundles Tfw, Tfv, TrW, i.e., complements in 
TW, TV, TW to TX, TY, TZ. Furthermore, we choose vertical metrics gTZ, 
gTX, gTY on TZ, TX, TY. Then we obtain induced metric structures JH(X,F), 
JH(Z,F), JH(Y,'H.(X,F)). 

Let V T x, V TY , V T Z be the connections on T X, TY, T Z which are induced 
by the choice of horizontal subspaces and vertical metrics (cf. [5, Def. 1.6], [3, 
Prop. lO.2]). We get a further connection °VTZ := 'lriVTY E!) V TX on TZ = 

TX E!) (TfW n TZ). Let L(VTX), L(VTY ), L(VTZ), L(OVTZ) be the associated 

L-forms as in Subsection 5.2.2. By £(TZ, V TZ , OVTZ ) we denote the transgression 
L-form such that 

(5.ll) 

Since the fibre Z has the structure of a fibre bundle, we have a fibrewise 
Leray spectral sequence (L8eT> Lsdr ) (r 2: 2) of locally constant sheaves on S (cf. 
also [24, Prop. 2.1]). All terms have un-duality structures qLsEr induced by qZ,F 
on n(Z,F). The Z-gradings NLSEr (induced by Nz) and the differentials Lsdr 

are compatible with the duality. In particular, we have L8e2 = H(Y, H(X, F)). 
Hence, we have an induced compatible metric structure JLsE2 := JH(Y,'H.(X,F)). 
Since the other terms are obtained by taking cohomology successively, we get 
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induced metric structures ]LS£r on LS£r for all r :::: 2. Thus we can define 
ij(Ls£r,NLs£r,]LSEr,LSdr) (with the usual modifications if one or two of the 
dimensions no, mo are odd, see the remark below). 

There is a filtration on H(Z, F) and a natural isomorphism GrH(Z, F) ~ 
LS£oo. Therefore, we have the form ij(H(Z, F), LS£oo,]H(Z,F) , ]LSEoo) as in Def
inition 3.18. 

The following theorem provides the relation of the ry-forms of the total fibration 
7r3 with the 7]-forms of the partial fibrations 7rl and 7r2. It is the main ingredient 
in the proof of the fact that the secondary index map is functorial with respect to 
iterated fibre bundles. 

THEOREM 5.11. The following identity holds modulo exact forms on S: 

ij(n(z, F), NZ,]Z,F,dF) == i L('\,flY) l\ij(n(X,F),Nx ,]X,F,dF) 

+ ij(n(Y, H(X, F)), Ny, ]Y,H(X,F)), dH(X,F)) 

- ij(H(Z, F), LS£oo, ]H(Z,F), ]LSEoo) 
00 

+ L ij(LS£r, NLS£r' ]LSFJr, Lsdr) 
r=2 

PROOF. The proof of this theorem will be sketched in Subsection 6.5. The for
mula above arrises from a detailed investigation of the adiabatic limit of ij(n( Z, F), 
Nz , ]z,F,dF). D 

REMARK 5.12. Theorem 5.11 has four cases. Assume first that n is even. Then 
ij(n(Z, F), ... ) and ij(LS£n ... ) are defined as in Definitions 5.3, 3.15. If no is even, 
then ij(n(Y,H(X,F)), ... ), ij(n(X,F), ... ) are defined as in Definition 5.3. If no 
is odd, then ij(n(Y, H(X, F)), .. . ), ij(n(X, F), ... ) are defined as in Definition 5.4 
and ij(n(Y,H(X,F)), ... ) is zero by the remark following Theorem 5.10. 

Assume now that n is odd. Then ij(n(Z, F), ... ) and ij(LS£n ... ) are defined as 
in Definition 5.4 and Subsection 5.2.4. If no is odd, then ij(n(Y, H(X, F)), ... ) and 
ij(n(X, F), ... ) are defined as in Definitions 5.3 and 5.4 and ij(n(Y, H(X, F)),·) is 
zero by the remark following Theorem 5.10. If no is even, then ij(D.(X, F), ... ) is 
defined as in Definition 5.3 and ij(n(Y, H(X, F)), ... ) is defined as in Definition 5.4. 
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5.3. Definition of the secondary index maps. 
5.3.1. The map 7rf,Lott. Let M -t B be a smooth locally trivial fibre bundle 

with even-dimensional closed fibres Z over a compact base B such that the vertical 
bundle TZ is oriented. We set n:= dimZ, En = (_1)[nt 1 J. 

In [21, §3.6]' Lott constructed a secondary index map 

7rL ,Lott. LLott(M) -t LLott(B) * . € f€n 

which fits into the commutative diagram 

H 4*-E(M,R) -----t L~ott(M) ---+ L~/z(M) ---+ KJiiz(M) 

1I"~,IR/Z 1 
---+ L~fnZ(B) 

We recall the definition of 7rf,Lott. We choose a metric gTZ and a horizontal 
distribution TH M. This fixes a canonical connection VTZ on the vertical bundle 
TZ. 

DEFINITION 5.13. Given a class [F, qF, JF, P]Lott E L~ott(M), its secondary 
index is defined by 

L,Lott[F q JF] ._ 
7r* ,F" PLott .-

[1t(Z,F),q1t(Z,F),JH(z,F), r L(VTZ)/l.p-iJ(fl(Z,F),Nz,JZ,F,dF)] . 
}Z Lott 

By [21, Prop. 32], 7rf,Lott is well-defined. In particular, it is independent of 
the additional choices. 

5.3.2. Construction of 7r~. We can now define the secondary analytic index 
map 

7r~: LE(M) -t LEEn (B). 

Recall that we have surjective homomorphisms 

L~ott(M) -t LE(M), L~EO:t(B) -t LEEn (B). 

DEFINITION 5.14. We define 7rf by the condition that the following diagram 
commutes: 

1 
LE(M) 

L,Lott 
11". 
~ LLott(B) 

EEn 

1 

THEOREM 5.15. The index map 7r~,Lott induces a well-defined secondary index 
map 
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PROOF. Let [F,qF,JF,p] E LE(M) and £ c F be a locally constant la
grangian subsheaf. We must show that 

(5.12) [1-i(Z, F), q1i(Z,F) , JH(Z,F) , r L(\lTZ)!\ P - i](r2(Z, F), N Z, JZ,F, dF)] 
}z 

= [0,0,0, fz L(\lTZ)!\ (p + p(F, qF, JF, £))]. 

We repeat the construction of g, qeG, JeG, Vg, etc. from Subsection 4.5.2 to write 

(5.13) 

We consider the sum gO ffi g2 together with the corresponding form and metric 
structure. Note that 

[1-i(Z, gO) ffi 1-i(Z, g2), q1i(Z,gO)8:J1i(Z,gZ) , J H(Z,90)8:JH(Z,g2) , 0] = 0. 

Moreover, we have i](r2(Z, GO ffi G2), N Z, J G°8:JGz , dZ,G°8:JG2) = 0. Thus 

[1-i(Z, F), q1i(Z,F) , JH(Z,F), l L(\lTZ) !\ P - i](r2(Z, F), N z , JZ,F, dF)] 

= [1-i(Z, F), q1i(Z,F) ,JH(Z,F) , l L(\lTZ) !\ P - i](r2(Z, F), N Z, JZ,F, dF)] 

+ [1-i(Z, gO) ffi 1-i(Z, g2), q1i(Z,gO)8:J1i(Z,g2) , J H(Z,90)8:JH(Z,g2) , 0] 

= [1-i(Z, g), q1i(Z,Q),JH(Z,Q) , l L(\lTZ) !\ P - i](r2(Z, G), N z , Jz,G, dG)]. 

Next observe that we have 1-i(Z, g) = heEl. This relation respects the other struc
tures. Let 1-iH be the fibrewise hypercohomology of the complex 9 along the fibre 
Z. Using Lemma 3.16 repeatedly and finally Lemma 3.19, we get 

[1-i(Z, F), q1i(Z,F) , JH(Z,F), r L(\lTZ)!\ P - i](r2(Z, F), N z , JZ,F, dF)] 
}z 

= [heE2' QheE2' Jhe E2, fz L(\lTZ)!\ P - i](r2(Z, G),Nz , JZ,G, dG) 

- i](heE1, N hcE1 ' JhCEl, hed1)] 

= [heEoo, qheE=, Jhe E=, l L(\lTZ) !\ P - i](r2(Z, G), N z , Jz,G, dG) 

- L i](hcEr, N hcEr ' peEr, hedr)] 
r~l 

= [1-iH, Q1iH, JHH, l L(\lTZ)!\ P - i](r2(Z, G), N z , JZ,G, dG) 

- L i](heET? N hcE,., JhcEr, hedr) + i](1-iH, heGr(1-iH) , JHH, JGr(HH»)]. 
r~l 
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(Note that in fact HH = 0.) We now apply first Theorem 5.9 and then Theo
rem 5.10 to conclude that 

[H(Z, F), q'H(Z,F) , JH(Z,F) , l L('\lTZ) A P - ij(f2(Z, F), N z , JZ,F, dF)] 

= [HH, q'HH, J'HH, l L('\lTZ) A P - ij(f2(Z, G), N, Jz,G, d)] 

= [HH, q'HH, JHH, l L('\lTZ) A (p - ij(Q, NG, JG, vg)) 

- L ij(lg£r, NIgEr' JlgEr, 19dr) + ij(HH,lgGr(HH) , JHH, JI9Gr(HH))]. 
r~2 

Remark that in this case, IgEr = 0 for r ~ 2 and HH = 0, as Q is a short 
exact sequence. By (5.13) and the above equation, we get (5.12). The proof of 
Theorem 5.15 is complete. 0 

5.4. Functorial properties. 
5.4.1. Compatibility and naturality. The following two propositions are imme

diate consequences of the definition of the secondary index map. 

PROPOSITION 5.16. The following diagram commutes: 

H 4*-'(M, 1R) ~ L,(M) ~ L,(M) 

11':ig n 1 11'~ 1 11'~ 1 
H4*-E€n (B, 1R) ~ LE€n (B) ~ LE€n (B). 

PROPOSITION 5.17. The secondary index map is natural with respect to pull
back of fibre bundles, i. e., given f: B' --> B we consider the pull back 

f*M~M 

/*11'1 11'1 
f B' ~B, 

where f* M --> B' has the induced fibrewise orientation, and we have (/* 1r) f 0 N = 

f* o1rf· 

5.4.2. Functoriality. We adopt the notation of Subsection 5.2.5. In particular, 
we have smooth fibre bundles 1r1: W --> V, 1r2: V --> S with closed fibres X, Y. 
The composition 1r3 = 1r2 0 1r1: W --> S is a fibre bundle with closed fibre Z. Let 
n = dim Z, no = dimX,mo = dimY such that n = no+mQ. We assume that n,no 
are even. Furthermore, we assume that the relative tangent bundles T X, TY, T Z 
are compatibly oriented. 
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Note that En = EnoEmo. We have well-defined secondary index maps 

7rr,*: L,(W) ~ L"n (8), 

7rt,*: L. (W) ~ L •• no (V), 
L - -

7r2,*: L"no (V) ~ L •• n (8). 

THEOREM 5.18. We have the equality of homomorphisms L.(W) ~ L"n (8): 

PROOF. Let (F, q:F, JF, p) represent some element of L.(W). Then the ele
ment 7rt[F,q:F,JF,p] is represented by 

There is a filtration of 1t(Z, F) such that the corresponding graded sheaf is the 
limit LS£oo of the fibrewise Leray-Serre spectral sequence. Using Lemma 3.19, we 
get 

7rr,* [F, q:F, JF, p] 

= [1t(Z, F), q'H(Z,:F),JH(Z,:F) , l L(VTZ) t\ P - i7(O(Z, F), Nz , JZ,F, dF)] 

= [LS£oo, qLseoo' JLsEoo, l L(VTZ) t\ P - i7(O(Z, F), Nz , JZ,F, dF) 

- i7(1t(Z, F), LS£oo, JH(Z,:F) , JLsEoo)]. 

Note that 1t(Y, 1t(X,F)) = LS£2 with all induced structures. Next we use Lemma 
3.16 several times to get 

7rr,* [F, q:F, JF, p] = [1t(Y, 1t(X, F)), q'H(Y,'H(X,:F)) ,J'H(y,'H(X,:F)) , 

l L(VTZ) t\ P - i7(O(Z,F), Nz , Jz,F,dF) 

00 

- i7(1t(Z, F), LS£oo,JH(Z,:F) , JLsEoo ) + Li7(Ls£nNLsEr,JLsEr'Lsdr)]. 
r=2 

Now we start with the other side. We have 

7rt,*[F, q:F, JF, p] 

= [1t(X, F), q'H(X,:F),JH(X,:F) , Ix L(VTX) t\ P - i7(O(X, F), Nx , JX,F, dF)]. 
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Furthermore, we get 

(7rr,* 07rf,*)[F,QF,JF,P] 

= [H(Y, H(X, F)), Q1t(Y,1t(X,F)) , J H(Y,1t(X,F)) , 

+ Iv L("'\7TY ) /\ (L L("'\7TX ) /\p-i7(n(X,F),Nx ,JX,F,dF)) 

- i7(n(Y, H(X, F)), Ny, Jy,H(X,F) , dH(X,F)]. 

Thus the assertion of the theorem is proved if we show that 

00 

- i7(H(Z,F), LS£oo, JH(Z,F) , JLsEoo ) + L i7(LS£r, NLSEr ' JLsEr, Lsdr ) 

r=2 

== Iv L("'\7TY )/\ (L L("'\7TX)/\p-i7(n(X,F),Nx ,JX,F,dF)) 

- i7(n(Y,H(X,F)),Ny, Jy,H(X,F),dH(X,F) 

modulo exact forms. Note that we have 

Iv L("'\7TY ) /\ L L("'\7TX ) /\ P 

= fz 7r~L("'\7TY) /\ L("'\7TX ) /\ P 

= fz (L("'\7TZ ) /\ P - dL(TZ, "'\7TZ , D"'\7TZ ) /\ p) 

== fz (L("'\7TZ ) /\ P - L(T Z, "'\7TZ, ° "'\7TZ ) /\ dp) 

== fz (L("'\7TZ ) /\ P - L(T Z, "'\7TZ, ° "'\7TZ ) /\ p("'\7F, JF)) . 

Using this identity, we see that (5.14) is equivalent to 

- i7(n(Z, F), Nz , JZ,F, dF) - i7(H(Z, F), LS£oo, JH(Z,F) , JLsEoo ) 

00 

+ Li7(LS£r,NLsEr,JLsEr, Lsdr ) 

r=2 

== - h L(TZ, "'\7TZ, D"'\7TZ ) /\ p("'\7F, JF) 

- Iv L("'\7TY ) /\ i7(n(X, F), N x , JX,F, dF) 

- i7(n(Y, H(X, F)), Ny, Jy,H(X,F) , dy,H(X,F)). 
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The latter relation, however, is exactly the assertion of Theorem 5.11. 0 

5.5. The index map for L~x and L~x. 
5.5.1. Definition. Let 7r: M -+ B be a fibre bundle with even-dimensional 

closed fibres Z of dimension n. We assume that the relative tangent bundle T Z 
is oriented. Furthermore, we assume that B is closed, oriented, and of dimension 
m such that EEnEm = 1 and m is odd. Let (F, qF) be a locally constant sheaf of 
finite-dimensional real vector spaces on M with an E-symmetric duality structure 
qF. Recall from Subsection 5.2.3 that in this situation we have the Leray spectral 
sequence (LsEr, Lsdr ) (r ::::: 2) of finite dimensional vector spaces which carries 
induced duality structures qLS Er • It gives rise to the integer 

LST2(Z,F) :=T2(LSE,):= LT(LSEr,qLsEr,NLSErlLSdr)' 
r:2:2 

DEFINITION 5.19. (1) We introduce the extended primary index map 7r~ex 
L~X(M) -+ L~~n (B) by 

(2) We introduce the extended secondary index map 7rrx 
: L~X(M) -+ L~~ (B) by 

n 

Lex F._ [ H(Z,F) 
7r [F,qF,J ,p,z].- l{(Z,F),qH(Z,F),J , 

fz L('\lTZ) 1\ P - ry(rt(Z, F), N z , JZ,F, dF), Z - LST2(Z, F)]. 

PROOF. Let *f"x : L~X(M) -+ L~~n (B) and *rx
: L~X(M) -+ L~~n (B) be given 

by the above formulas. 

LEMMA 5.21. We have 

( ALex F) ( F) rJ 7r, (F, qF, J ,p, Z) = rJ F, qF, J ,p, z . 

PROOF. This is just a reformulation of Theorem 5.7. In fact, since the rJ
homomorphism of Definition 4.18 is independent of the metric, we can perform 
the adiabatic limit and obtain (using that in this limit L('\l~M) -+ 7r'L('\lTB) 1\ 
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L(\1TZ ) (cf. [24, Thm. 5.1])) 

ry(F, qr, JF, p, z) = ry(D~gn) - 2 h L(\1TZ ) 1\ P - z 

= ry(D~~';;,r)) + 2 h L(\1'1'H) 1\ i!(fI.(Z, F), N Z, f~,F, dF) 

+ LS1"2(Z, F) - 2h L(\1TB ) 1\ h L(\1TZ ) 1\ P - z 

= ry(H(Z, F), qH.(Z,r),JH(Z,r) , 

r TZ ( Z F F) }zL(\1 )I\P-i! fI.(Z,F),Nz,J ",d ,Z-LS1"2(Z,F)) 

( ,rex(F JF )) = ry 7T * , qr, ,p, z . 

LEMMA 5.22. 7Tf"x is well-defined. 

o 

PROOF. Assume that (F, qF, J, p, z) E L~X(M) satisfies (F, qF, J, p, z) '" O. 
Then we have [F, qF, J, p] = 0 in L(M). Since 7Tf is well-defined, we have 7T~([F, 
qF, J, p]) = 0. By an inspection of the definitions we further observe that *fex (F, 
qF,J,P,Z) '" (O,O,O,O,u) for some u E Z. We must show that u = 0. In fact, since 
the ry-homomorphism is well-defined, we can compute (using also Lemma 5.21) 

A Lex 
0= ry(F, qF, J, p, z) = 7T* (F, qF, J, p, z) = ry(O, 0, 0, 0, u) = -u. 

o 

LEMMA 5.23. 7Tfex is well-defined. 

PROOF. Let (F, qr, z) E t:X(M) satisfy (F, q, z) '" 0. Then we can find a 

metric structure JF and a form p such that (F,qr,JF,p,z) '" 0 in L;X(M). It 
follows from Lemma 5.22 that 

.... Lex F 
7T* (F,qr,J ,p,z) ",0. 

This implies *r x (F, q, z) '" 0. o 

REMARK 5.24. The assertion of Lemma 5.23 should have a purely algebraic 
proof. In particular, such a proof should be independent of analytic results about 
ry-invariants and ry-forms. We were not able to find such an argument. 

The proof of Theorem 5.20 is now finished. o 

Let us state as a corollary the following consequence of Lemma 5.21. 
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COROLLARY 5.25. The following diagram commutes: 

Lex (B) 
ffn 

5.5.2. Functoriality. We adopt the notation and assumptions of Subsection 
5.4.2. In addition we assume that 8 is compact, the dimension ns is odd, and 
EEn+ns = 1. We have well-defined extended secondary index maps 

7rLex : Lex(w) ---+ Lex (8) 3,* € fEn 

THEOREM 5.26. We have the equality of homomorphisms L.(W) ---+ Lffn (8): 
Lex Lex Lex 

7[3,* = '1r2 ,* 071"1,* . 

PROOF. Let [F,q.r,JF,p,z] E L.(W) be given. Then we have in view of 
Theorems 2.22 and 5.18 

7rf,*([F,qF,JF,p]) - (7ri* 07rf,*)([F,qF,JF,P]) = 0. 

Thus 
Lex F Lex Lex F 

7r3* ([F,q.r,J ,p,zj) - (7rh 07rh )([F,qF,J ,p,zj) = [O,O,O,O,u] , , , 

for some u E Z. We must show that u = 0. We again use the 7]-homomorphism 
and Lemma 5.25: 

-u = 7](0,0,0,0, u) 

( Lex(['f"" JF ])) ( Lex Lex)([T JF ])) =7] 7r3, • .r,qF, ,p,z -7] 7r2 ,* 07r1,* .r,qF, ,p,z 

= 7] ([F, qF,JF, p, Z]) -7] (7rf,:x ([F, qF, JF, p, Z])) 
= 7]([F,qF, JF, p, Z]) - 7]([F, qF, JF,p, Z]) 
= 0. 

REMARK 5.27. We conjecture that we also have 

D 

There should be a purely algebraic-topological proof of this identity. This together 
with Theorem 2.22 would again imply Theorem 5.26. Unfortunately, we were not 
able to find such a proof. The difficulties are very similar to the problems in an 
algebraic approach to Lemma 5.23. 
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In fact, we could conclude the well-definedness and the functoriality of 7fL 

from a combination of these hypothetical algebraic-topological results with Dai's 
formula for adiabatic limits of 1]-invariants and the well-definedness of the 1]
homomorphisms. In this case we would obtain an independent verification of the 
adiabatic limit results for rrforms. 

6. Adiabatic limits - sketches of proofs 

6.1. Remarks. This section contains the proofs of the assertions about adi
abatic limits of rtforms and invariants which were formulated earlier. The general 
techniques were developed mainly in the work of Bismut and coworkers, but also 
by Dai and others. Unfortunately, the details were worked out in specific cases 
which are similar to the situations of the present paper, but not exactly the same. 
In order to show the results needed in the present paper one can use the methods 
after adaptation. 

We decided to choose for the present section a coarser level of detailedness 
of our arguments. While Subsection 6.2 is still rather detailed, in the remaining 
subsections we just stated the main intermediate results with references to the 
literature, where proofs of similar results in slightly different situations can be 
found, which can be adapted to the present cases. It is not by coincidence that 
the formulations of these intermediate results in the last three subsections almost 
agree. 

6.2. The proof of Theorem 4.17. Let E E Z2. We assume that M is a 
smooth closed oriented Riemannian manifold of odd dimension m such that fErn = 
1, i.e., m == -E mod 4. Let (F, q:F) be a locally constant sheaf of finite-dimensional 
real vector spaces with E-Bymmetric form. Furthermore, let N F be a compatible 
Z-grading of length nF and v be a compatible differential on :F. By ('Ii, q'H.) we 
denote the associated cohomology. We choose a compatible metric structure JF 
on F and let JH be the induced metric structure on the cohomology H. Then 
we can define the operators D"j,gn and D~gn as in (4.2). In the present section we 
sketch the proof of the following formula. 

THEOREM 6.1 (Theorem 4.17). We have 

1](D"j,gn) -1](D~gn) = 2 1M L(VTM) 1\ ij(F, N F, JF, v) - r(F, q:F, N F , v). 

PROOF. We are going give a detailed sketch of the proof. The methods have 
been developed in connection with similar questions about analytic torsion (forms) 
and for the study of adiabatic limits of 1]-invariants. The proof of Theorem 4.17 is 
achieved by adapting these methods correspondingly to the present situation. 

We abbreviate D := D"j,gn. Let JM,F be the metric structure on n(M, F) 
induced by JF and the Riemannian metric gTM as in Subsection 4.3.1. We proceed 
with v in the same manner as we did for dF to define D. We introduce W := 
JM,F v + vJM,F and set V := D + W. Note that V is not a compatible Dirac 
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operator. Therefore, we must define its ry-invariant by zeta function regularization. 
Thus, we define the ry-invariant ry(V) as the value of the function 

Sf---+ TrVe- t e-'2dt 1 1= V2 1 

r(s+~) 0 

at S = 0, where the integral converges for Re( s) » ° and has a meromorphic 
continuation which is regular at s = 0. In fact, we will see below (Proposition 6.4) 
that the integral converges locally uniformly for Re( s) > - ~. 

For T > 0, we define the rescaled metric structure 

JF(T):= T-NF/2+nF/4JFTNF/2-nF/4. 

Let JM,F(T) be the metric structure on rl(M, F) induced by JF(T) and gTM and 
define V(T) using JM,F(T). Then we have 

V T := T NF/'2 V(T) T- NF/2 = D + T 1/ 2w. 
Note that Vo = D is well-defined. Furthermore, we have ry(VT ) = ry(V(T)). 

Below we show that ry(VT ) is independent of T E (0,00). We obtain the proof of 
Theorem 4.17 by considering the limits T --7 ° and T --7 00. 

PROPOSITION 6.2. ry(VT ) is constant for T E (0,00). 

PROOF. By Hodge theory the kernel of V(T) for T E (0,00) can be identified 
with the cohomology of the total complex (rl(M,F),dF +v), i.e., with the hyper
cohomology H H(M, F). The kernel of V T is isomorphic to the kernel of V(T) and 
thus has constant dimension. It follows that ry(VT ) is a smooth function of T, and 
its derivative is given by the coefficient - fo L 1/ 2 , where Ll/2 is a coefficient of 
the asymptotic expansion 

Tr aVT e-tV~ 
aT 

We now show that we can apply [8, Lemma 2.11] which states that L 1/ 2 = 0. 
Let D be the restriction of DM := JMd + dJM to rl(M)ev, where JM de
notes the metric structure on rl(M) induced by the Riemannian metric gTM. 
By DF we denote the twist with F, or, what is the same, the restriction of D 
to rlev(M, F) (the superscript refers to the form degree). We have an isomor
phism ZJM,F : rl°dd (M, F) ~ n€V (M, F) such that we can identify n( M, F) ~ 
nev(M, F) EI:l rlcV(M, F), In this identification D and W correspond to 

Up to the sign, V has the form [8, (2.5)]. The role of that sign in the argument of 
[8, Lemma 2.11] is to assure that the anti-commutator of the Dirac operator and 
the potential is a zeroth-order operator. Since in our situation DW + W D is still 
of zero order, the argument of [8] applies, D 
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Let hc1"l := hc1"l(F,q:F,NF,V) be as in Paragraph 4.4.2 associated with the 
hypercohomology spectral sequence. 

PROPOSITION 6.3. For T E (0,00) we have 'T](VT ) - 'T](Vo) = hc1"l' 

PROOF. 'T](VT ) -'T](Vo) is the difference of the numbers of eigenvalues (counted 
with multiplicity) of V T which become positive and negative when T moves from 
o to positive values. 

The eigenvalues of V T which tend to zero as T -t 0 can be described in terms 
of the hypercohomology spectral sequence (hcEr, hcdr). We employ the method 
developed in [4, §VI]. In particular, we realize the spaces hcEr using Hodge theory 
to obtain natural metric structures JhcEr induced by JZ,F. 

Fix r ~ 1 and e > 0 sufficiently small. We can find a > 0 such that ±aTr /2 
is not in the spectrum of V T for T E (O,e). Let P:'T := ET-r/2vT(-a,a) be the 
spectral projection, i.e., the orthogonal projection from O(M, F) on the direct 
sum of the eigenspaces of T-r/2VT associated to eigenvalues lying in (-a, a). 
Then as T -t 0 the spectrum of T-r /2 V T P: T converges to the spectrum of 
hcDr := hcdrJhcEr + JhcErhcdr (cf. [4, (6.55)]). This implies (using Definition 4.7 
and Lemma 4.6 for the second equality) that 

'T](VT ) - 'T](Vo) = L:sign(hcDr) = hc1"l· 

o 
Recall the definition of the families of fonns 'Y(t) in O(M) which enter the 

Definition 3.15 of i](F, NF, JF, v). Recall also that L('\lTM) is defined in Subsec
tion 4.2.2. 

PROPOSITION 6.4. There is some N E N such that 

Tr VTe-tV~ = 2,fii 1M L('\lTM) /\"f(Tt) + tl/20(1 + TN tN). 

PROOF. This follows from [8, (3.1)] and some local index theory calculation. 
In fact, our operator is (locally) the spin Dirac operator twisted with the tensor 
product of the spinor bundle and F. This explains the appearance of the L-form 
above and the matrix structure of D, W in the proof of Proposition 6.2. 0 

It follows from Proposition 6.4 and the fact that 'Y(t) = 0(1) as t -t 0 (see 
[21, Prop. 29]) that 

1 roo _W2 dt 
'T](VT) = ..fir Jo Tr VTe T t 1/ 2 ' 

If we choose 0: > 0 so small that 1 - 0: > l{~t"', then we have 

T- 1+" 
lim { Tl/2tl/20(1 + TNtN)"!!:!" = 0 

T--+oo Jo t 1/ 2 

and thus after some transformation 
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COROLLARY 6.5. 
1'-1+0' 

. 1 1 _tD2 dt 1 ™ - P hm r;;;. TrDTe T~/2 =2 L('V )/\.,,(F,Np,J ,v). 
T-->oo y7r 0 t M 

LEMMA 6.6. Given N E PI, there are functions ai(z) bounded for z E [1,00) 
and rN(t, T) bounded for T E [1,00), t 2: T- 1 such that 

N-l 

T- 1/ 2 TrDTe-tD~ = L a'i/2(Tt)t i / 2 + t N/2rN(t, T). 
i=-n 

PROOF. This is essentially [16, Thm. 1.7] (cf. [8, (4.81)]). In [16]' the situation 
is more complicated, since it corresponds to an infinite-dimensional bundle F and 
unbounded differential v, namely a fibrewise de Rham complex. But the proof given 
in [16, §3] can be applied in our situation with many simplifications. First we write 
DT = T 1/ 2 (T- 1/ 2 D + W) so that the parameters x and t in [16] correspond to 
T- 1/ 2 and Tt in the present paper. 

The localization part [16, §3.1] is just the usual finite propagation speed ar
gument. Now we construct the rough parametrix as in [16, §3.2]. Then we verify 
that the proof of [16, Lemma 3.4] goes through in our situation. Note that formula 
[16, (3.5)] simplifies a lot in the present situation. The remaining argument using 
Duhamel's principle can be taken without change. 0 

We employ the suggestive notation Doo := D~gn = JM,H dlI + dH JM,H and 
establish the estimate which corresponds to [16, (1.14)]. 

PROPOSITION 6.7. Given 0' E (0,1), there exists constants C > 0, N E PI such 
that, for T 2: 1, t 2: T-1+o., we have 

I _t'D2 -tV2 I C 
Tr DTe T - Tr D(X)e =:s: 1/2 . ( N) . 

T mm 1,t 

PROOF. We decompose 1I*T* M ® F := Eo EEl E I , where Eo := ker Wand 
El := Ec!-. Let Q be the projection onto Eo and Q.l. = 1- Q. With respect to this 
decomposition we write 

DT := ( DT,1 
DT ,3 

DT,2) 
DT ,4 . 

DT ,1 is independent of T and can be identified with Doo. We extend Doo by zero 
to COO(M, El)' 

Let O'(A) C <C denote the spectrum of the operator A. Let 

where Cl, C2 > ° are sufficiently small and will be fixed below. Following [11, §9], 
we first show the following lemma: 
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LEMMA 6.8. For p ::::: dim(M) + 1, there exist constants C > 0, T1 ::::: 1 such 
that, for T ::::: T1 and A E UT , 

(6.1) 

where 11.111 denotes the norm on trace class operators. 

PROOF. In some sense, this is a special case of [11, §9J. Instead of writing all 
details we explain how the the arguments given in [llJ can be employed in the 
present case. 

The operator 'OT ,l = QDQ is as in [11, §9 (b)], but much simpler. Further
more, 'OT,2 = -Q[D,QJ E COO(M,Hom(E6-, Eo)), 'OT ,3 = Q-L[D,QJ E C=(M, 
Hom (Eo , E6-)) are independent of T and bounded. Therefore, we have a stronger 
version of the estimate [11, (9.38)J. 

If ¢ E COO(M, E 1), then using elliptic regularity, the fact that DW + W D is 
bounded, and that WIE, is injective, we obtain the estimate [11, (9.48)J: 

(6.2) II'OT ¢1I 2 = ('OT¢, 'OT¢) 

= (¢, (D2 + T1/2(DW + WD) + TW2) ¢) 

= IID¢112 + T 1/2(¢,(DW + WD)¢) +TIIW¢1I2 

::::: d1(11¢11~'(M,E) + (T - d2)11¢11 2), 

where d1 , d2 > 0 are independent of T ::::: 1 and ¢, 11.11 denotes the L2-norm, 
and W1(M, Ed is the L2-based Sobolev space of order one. We now conclude 
[11, (9.104)J: There are constants To ::::: 1 and d3 > 0 such that, for T ::::: To, 
¢ E COO(M,E1), 

(6.3) II'OT ,4¢11 ::::: d3(1I¢lIw1(M,E,) + VTII¢II). 

Thus there exists a constant C1 such that, for T::::: To, IAI ~ ¥v'T, we have [11, 
(9.106)], 

for all ¢ E COO(M, E1)' The following estimates are proved exactly as in [11, 
Prop. 9.18J. For p ::::: dim(M) + 1, there is a constant C2 > 0 such that, for T ::::: To, 

IAI ~ ¥v'T, 

) 1 C2 
II(A - '01',4 - 1100 ~ v'T' 

II(A - 'OT ,4)-11Ip ~ C2 , 

1I'OT.2(A - 'OT ,4)-11100 ~ ~, 
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where 11.llp denotes the norm of the pth Schatten class. 
We now fix C2 such that a-('D=) n (-2C2' 2C2) C {O}. Furthermore, we assume 

that at least 2CI ::; d3 . Following [11, (9.120)], for)" E Ur and T 2: To, we define 

Mr().,) := )., - 'Dr,1 - 'Dr .2 ()" - 'Dr ,4)-I'Dr ,3' 

We have the estimates which correspond to [11, (9.124)]: If CI is sufficiently small, 
then there are constants C3 > 0, TI 2: To such that, for T 2: TI , )., E Ur, we have 

IIMr().,)-IIl= ::; C3 , 

II'Dr,3MT().,)-IIl= ::; C:], 

IIMr().,)lllp ::; C3 (1 + 1)"1), 

IIMr().,)-P - ()., - 'Dl,r)-PIII ::; Jr(l + I).,I)P· 

Note that in our case the operator defined in [11, (9.125)] is trivial, and this gives 
the better power p instead of p + 1 in the last estimate above. Now we follow the 
proof of [11, Thm. 9.23] to finish the proof of (6.1). 0 

Let t5 c <C be the circle of radius C2 centered at the origin and oriented counter
clockwise. For T 2: TI, we have a-CDr) n t5 = 0. Let Pr and P= be the spectral 
projections of 'Dr and 'D= corresponding to the interval (-C2/2, c2/2). Recall that 
Q is the projection onto Eo. Then, for T 2: T I , we have 

Pr - P=Q = -21 . r ).,p-I (()., - 'Dr)-P - ()., - 'DCQ)-PQ) d).,. 
m Js 

We conclude from (6.1) that 11FT - PCQQlh ::; C4 /vT for some C4 independent of 
T. Since 'DTPCQQ = 0 and Poo'Doo = 0, there exists a constant C5 such that, for 
T 2: T I , 

(6.4) 

We conclude that there is a constant C6 such that, for T 2: TI , 

I _tV2 _tV2 I C6 
(6.5) Tr Pr'DTe T - Tr PCQ'Dooe =::; TI/2' 

Let fl be the oriented path in <C which goes parallel to the real axis from 
-00 - iC2 to C2 - iC2, then parallel to the imaginary axis to C2 + iC2, and then 
parallel to the real axis to -00 + iC2, and which goes parallel to the real axis from 
00 + ic2 to C2 + iC2, then parallel to the imaginary axis to C2 - iC2, and then parallel 
to the real axis to 00 - iC2. 

Let hp ().,) be holomorphic on <C \ ilR such that hi!'-I\).,) = (p - 1)! ).,e- A2 . So 
up to a constant it is the function !p-I as defined in [11, (9.165)]. In particular, 
we have the estimate [11, (9.169)]' 

Ihp ().,) I ::; C7e-C1iAi2, )., E fl, 
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where C4 > 0 and C7 are independent of A. We have 

tV2 tV2 (l-PT)VTe- T-(l-Poo)Vooe- 00 

= ~ r Ae- t >.2 (A - V T )-1 - (A - V oo )-IQ) dA 
271"1 itl. 

_ 1 r hp (t 1/ 2 A) -p -p 
- 21Ti itl. t(p+l)/2 (A - V T ) - (A - Voo ) Q) dA. 

We split the integral into the parts ~1 (T) := ~ n {A E UT} = ~ n {IAI ::::; Cl -IT} 

and ~2(T) := ~ n {IAI ~ Cl -IT}. Let p:= dim(M) + 1. By Lemma 6.8, there are 
constants C8 , C9 such that, for T ~ T1 , t > 0, 

(6.6) II~ j hp (t 1
/

2 A) (A _ VT)-P - (A - Voo)-PQ) dA11 
21Tl tl.,(T) t(p+1)/2 1 

< C8 r -c4tl>'1 2 (1 IAI)P dA < C9 
- Tl/2t(p+l)/2 itl.1 (T) e + - Tl/2tp+l· 

It follows from (6.2) that there is a constant C10 such that, for all T ~ T1 , A E 

~2(T), 
II (A - VT)-Plh ::::; ClD , II(A - Voo)-PQlh ::::; ClD · 

We obtain constants C11 , C12 , C13 such that, for all T ~ Tl and t ~ T-1+a, 

(6.7) 

< C11 r -c4tl>.21 dA < C12 -C4Tt/2 < C13 
- t(p+l)/2 i tl. 2 (T) e - t(p+2)/2 e - -ITt(p+2)/2· 

We combine (6.6) and (6.7) to obtain 

(6.8) 

for T ~ Tl and t ~ T-1+ a , where C14 is independent of T, t. Together with (6.5) 
this implies the assertion of the proposition. 0 

The estimates in Proposition 6.4, Lemma 6.6, and Proposition 6.7 are all 
the ingredients which are necessary to perform the proof of [16, Prop. 1.8]. We 
conclude 

COROLLARY 6.9. For f3 > 0 sufficiently small, we have 
T-(3 . 1 _tV2 dt hm TrVTe T 1/2 = o. 

T-->oo T-l+<> t 

Fix 1 - 0: > f3 > 0 such that Corollary 6.9 holds. Note that Tr Vooe-w ;", = 
0(1) as t -t 0 (cf. [9, Thm. 2.4]). The following is an immediate consequence of 
Proposition 6.7: 
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COROLLARY 6.10. 

. /1 _tV2 dt 11 _tV2 dt 
hm Tr DTe T ~/2 = Tr Dooe 00 1/2' 

T--->oo T-i3 tot 

It follows from (6.8) that 11(1- PT)DTe-V~lh is uniformly bounded for T ~ 
1. Since PTDT ~ C2 for all T ~ T 1, we have a constant C such that 11(1 -
PT)e-(t-l)V~lIl ::; Ce-tc2 for all T ~ T 1 , t ~ 1. We conclude that there is a 
constant C1 such that, for all T ~ T1 , 

11(1- PT)DTe-tV~lIl ::; C1e-tc2 . 

Using (6.8) and Lebesgue's theorem about majorized convergence, we obtain 

COROLLARY 6.11. 

. JOO _tV2 dt JOO -tV2 dt 
hm Tr (1- PT)DTe T ~/2 = Tr (1- Poo)DOCIe 00 ~/2' 

T--->oo 1 tIt 

Note that P T and P OCI are finite-dimensional projections. Since DOCIPoo = 0 it 
follows from (6.4) that the spectrum of PTDT converges to zero as T ~ 00. We 
have 

. _1_ JOCl -tV~ ~ _. ,,_1_ JOCl -til? ~ 
hm r.; Tr PTDTe 1/2 - hm ~ r.; p,e 1/2 

T-->oo y7r 1 t T---+oo y7r 1 t 
I-'E<7(VT PT ) 

= lim " ~ 100 
sign(p,) e- t d1/t2 = lim " sign(p,). 

T->OCI ~ y 7r 2 t T-->oo ~ 
I-'E<7(VT PT ) P, p,E<7(VT PT) 

Let IgT2 := IgT2(F, q, N, v) be associated to the local-global spectral sequence 
as in Definition 4.8. 

PROPOSITION 6.12. We have 

lim 
T-->oo 

sign(p,) = IgT2. 

I-'E<7(VT PT ) 

PROOF. The eigenvalues of DT which tend to zero as T ~ 00 can be described 
in terms of the local-global spectral sequence (lgEr,tgdr ). We apply the method 
of [4, §VI] to DT = T 1/ 2W + D. In particular, we realize the spaces IgEr using 
Hodge theory to obtain natural metric structures JlgEr (induced by JM,F). 

Fix r ~ 2. We can find a > 0, Tl ~ 1 such that ±aT-(r-l)/2 is not in 
the spectrum of DT for T ~ T 1. Let P:'T := E T (r-l)/2VT ( -a, a) be the spectral 
projection. Then as T ~ 0 the spectrum of T(r-l)/2DT P:T converges to the 
spectrum of IgDr := IgdrJlgEr + JlgErlgdr. This implies ' 

lim " sign(p,) = "sign(lgDr ) = 19 T2 
T-->oo ~ ~ 

I-'E<7(VT PT) r;::2 

and hence the proposition. o 
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Combining Propositions 6.2, 6.3, 6.5, 6.9, 6.10, 6.11, and 6.12 we finish the 
proof of Theorem 4.17. 0 

6.3. Proof of Theorem 5.9. We consider a family of superconnections de
pending on two parameters (T,u) E (0,00) x (0,00). The parameter u is the usual 
rescaling parameter associated to the total grading of nez, F). The parameter T 
is associated to the form degree. If T becomes large, then the de Rham differ
ential is scaled large compared to the differential v of the complex. To stay in 
our formalism we are going to work over the base B:= (0,00) X (0,00) x B. Let 
pr: B ...... B denote the projection and define *: £1 := pr*M ...... B with fiber Z. 
Let pr M: £1 ...... M be the projection. Let T Z be the relative tangent bundle of *, 
i.e., TZ = pr~TZ. This bundle is equipped with the vertical metric gTZ on TZ 

which restricts to (TU)-2gTZ on the fibre over (T, u) x {b} E B. We define the 
metric structure jF on pr~F such that it restricts to u-NF+nF/2JFuNF-nF/2 

over (T, u) x M. The metric gTZ and jF together induce the metric structure 
jZ,F on n(Z,pr~F) (cf. (5.1)). Let dprM F be the twisted de Rham differential on 
n(M, pr~F). We define a = dprM F + pr~v and consider the form pea, jZ,F) on 
B defined in (5.2) if n is even (resp. in (5.7) if n is odd). 

DEFINITION 6.13. We define {3 := du /\ {3u + dT /\ (3T to be the part of 
pea, jZ,F) E nCB) of degree one with respect to the coordinates (T, u), with 
functions {3u,{3T: (0,00) x (0,00) ...... nCB). 

The following corollary is an immediate consequence of the fact that pea, jZ,F) 
is closed. Let d = dT,u + dB be the decomposition of the de Rham differential on 
(0,00) x (0,00) x B. 

COROLLARY 6.14. There exists a smooth family a: (0,00) x (0,00) ...... nCB) 
such that 

(6.9) dT,u{3 = dT /\ du dB a. 

The following theorems can be shown by adapting the methods of the cor
responding references to our present situation. Actually, the following results are 
analogues of some related properties of Bismut-Lott's real analytic torsion forms, 
see especially [24, Thms. 4.3-4.9]' where we work in a much more complicated 
situation (instead of the finite-dimensional flat vector bundle here we have an 
infinite-dimensional vector bundle there). See also Subsection 6.5 for more details. 

Let iJ := (0,00) x B. Let NH(z,:F) be the Z-grading on H(Z,F) induced 
by N F. We consider the metric structure jH(Z,:F) on H(Z, F) := pr* H(Z, F) 
which restricts to u-NH(z,F)+nH(Z,F)/2 J H(Z,:F)uNH(z,F)-nH(Z,F)/2 over {u} x B. We 
consider the flat (-l)NH(Z,F)-superconnection B' := 'lH(Z,:F) + VH(Z,:F) , where the 
differential VH(Z,:F) on H(Z, F) is induced by v. 

Let p(dH(Z,:F), jH(Z,:F)) be the form on iJ defined in Subsection 3.4.4 if n is 
even (resp. in (5.10) if n is odd). Let 'Y= (0,00) ...... nCB) be such that 

p( dH(Z,:F) , jH(Z,:F)) = du /\ 'Y + r, 
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where the remainder r does not contain duo 

THEOREM 6.15. (1) For any u > 0, 

(6.10) lim (31L(T,u) = "((u). 
T-+eo 

(2) For ° < U1 < U2 fixed, there exists C > ° such that, for u E [Ul' U2], T 2: 1, 
we have 

(6.11) 

(3) We have the following identity: 

(6.12) lim jeo (3U(T,u)du = jeo ,,(u)du- Lii(hcEr, N hcEr ' jhc E,., hcdr). 
T-+eo 1 1 ~2 

THEOREM 6.16. (1) There exists a smooth family a: (0,00) --+ n(B) such that, 
for T 2: 1, we have 

lim (3T(T, u) = a(T). 
u-->oo 

(2) There exist constants C > 0, 6> ° such that, for T 2: 1, we have the following 
estimate: 

(6.13) 
C 

la(T)1 ::::; THo' 

(3) Modulo exact forms on B we have the following identity: 

(6.14) /00 a(T)dT = -ii(7-lH, hcGr(7-lH) , jHH, jhcGr(HIll). 

Note that (6.14) follows from Lemma 3.17 as in the proof of [24, Thm. 4.5]. 
Let 1M = (0, oo)xM, Pr: 1M --+ M be the canonical projection. We consider the 

vertical metric gTZ on 1M for the fibration 1M --+ E which restricts to u-2 Pr* g'l'Z 
on the fibre over (u,b) E (0,00) x B. Pr*jF,gTZ induce a metric structure jZ,F 
on Pro n(Z, F) on E. We define the smooth family B: (0,00) --+ n(B) such that 
(cf. Subsection 5.2.2) 

p(dPr* F, F,F) = &u 1\ B + r 
and r does not contain duo Note that by Definitions 5.3 and 5.4 

1'00 B(u)du = -ii(n(Z,F),Nz,jZ,F,dF). 

THEOREM 6.17. (1) For any u > 0, there exist C > 0,6 > ° such that, for 
T 2: 1, 

(6.15) I T I C (3 (T, u) ::::; T8+ 1 . 

(2) For any T > 0, we have 

(6.16) limc 1(3T(Tc-l,c) =B(T). 
00-+0 
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(3) There exists C> ° such that, for E E (0,1], E :::; T :::; 1, 

(6.17) 

(4) There exist J E (0,1], C> ° such that, for E E (0,1]' T:::: 1, 

(6.18) -1 I T -1 I C E (3 (TE , E) :::; T1+8' 

PROOF OF THEOREM 5.9. We now finish the proof of Theorem 5.9. For ° < 
E < A and 1 < To, we consider the rectangle (T, u) E R := [1, To] x [E, A]. By 
Corollary 6.14 we have JeJR (3 = dB JR Q. Thus 

A TAT 1 (3U(To,u)du-l 0 (3T(T,A)dT-l (3U(l,u)du+ 10 (3T(T,c)dT 

= h +h +h +14 

is an exact form on B. We take the limits A --> 00, To --> 00, and then E --> ° in the 
indicated order ([4, §4(c)], [22, §4(c)]). Let Ij, j = 1, ... 4, k = 1,2,3 denote the 
value of the part I j after the kth limit. Note that by [28, §22, Thm. 17], if Qk is 
a family of smooth exact forms on B which converges uniformly on any compact 
set K c B to a smooth form Q, then Q is exact. Thus modulo exact forms on B, 
2:=;=lIJ == 0. We obtain by the definition of r;(0.(Z, F), q, ]Z,F, d) that 

11 = r;(0.(Z, F), NZ,F, ]Z,F, d). 

Furthermore, by Theorem 6.16 and in particular (6.14) we get 

12 = 13 = ii('l.../H Gr('l.../H) ]HH JhCGr(HH)) 2 2 ./ / ~ ,he / ~" . 

Now ,),(u) = 0(1) as u --> 0, and by Definition 3.15, (5.10), 

From (6.10), (6.11), and (6.12) we conclude that 

If = - Lr;(he£r,NhcE,.,]hCEr,hcdr)' 
r2:1 

Finally, using Theorem 6.17, we get 

These four equations imply Theorem 5.9. D 
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6.4. Proof of Theorem 5.10. We consider again two parameters (T, u). 
Here u is the rescaling parameter corresponding to the total grading of O(Z, F) 
and T is associated to the grading of F. For large T, the rescaled differential v 
becomes large in comparison with the de Rham differential. 

Let E := (0,00) x (0,00) x B. Let pr: E -+ B denote the projection and define 
it := pr* M -+ E with fiber Z. This bundle is equipped with the vertical metric 
gTZ on TZ which restricts to u-2gTZ on the fibre over (T, u) x {b} E E. We define 
the metric structure jF such that it restricts to (Tu)-NF+nF/2JF(Tu)NF-n F/2 
over (T, u) x M. The metric gTZ and jF together induce the metric structure jZ,F 
on O(Z,prMF) (cf. (5.1)). 

As in Section 6.3, let a = dpr~F + prMv be the pull-back of d. Let p( a, jz,F) 

be the form on E defined in (5.2) if n is even (resp. in (5.7) if n is odd). 

DEFINITION 6.18. We define f3 = dUAf3u+dT Af3T to be the part of p( a, jz,F) 
of degree one with respect to the coordinates (T, u), with functions f3u, f3T: (0, (0) x 
(0,00) -+ O(B). 

The following corollary is an immediate consequence of the fact that p( a, jz,F) 
is closed. 

COROLLARY 6.19. There exists a smooth family a: (0,00) x (0,00) -+ O(B) 
such that 

(6.19) dT,uf3 = dT A du dB a. 

Let B := (0, (0) x Band prl: B -+ B be the projection. We consider the bun
dle M:= priM -+ B with fiber Z. Let Pr: M -+ M be the induced map and II = 
Pr* H be the pull-back of the fiat cohomology bundle H of (F, v) on M. We consider 
the metric structure jH on II which restricts to u-NH+nH/2(Pr* JH)uNH-nH/2 
over {u} x M. Furthermore, we consider the vertical metric gTZ on TZ which 
restricts to u-2Pr*gTZ on the fibre over (u,b) E B. They induce the metric struc
ture jZ,H on pri O(Z, H) as in (5.1). Let NH be the Z-grading on H induced by 
N F. The total Z-grading on O(Z, H) is NZ,H = Nz + N H. Let dH be the twisted 
de Rham differential on O(M,II). Then dH is a fiat (-l)NZ ,H-superconnection 
on pri (O(Z,H)); here NZ,H = priNz,H' We define the family T (0,00) -+ O(B) 
such that 

p(dH, jZ,H) = du A '"Y + r, 
where r does not contain duo By Definitions 5.3 and 5.4, 

(6.20) 100 
'"Y(U) du = -i}(hcCl, NhcEl' JhcEl, hcdd 

= -i}(O(Z,H),Nz,JZ,H,dH). 

THEOREM 6.20. (1) For any u > 0, we have 

(6.21) lim f3U(T,u) = '"Y(u). 
T--+oo 
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(2) For 0< Ul < U2 fixed, there exists C > ° such that, for u E [Ul' U2], T 2: 1, 

(6.22) 

(3) We have the following identity: 

(6.23) 

THEOREM 6.21. (1) There exists a smooth family a: (0, 00) ~ n(B) such that, 
for T 2: 1, we have 

lim f3T (T, u) = a(T). 
u--->oo 

(2) There exist constants C > 0, 8> ° such that, for T 2: 1, we have the following 
estimate: 

(6.24) 
C 

la(T) I :::; THo· 

(3) We have the following equality modulo exact forms on B: 

(6.25) 100 a(T) dT = -ij(HH,/gGr(HH), JHH, JlgGr(HH»). 

We consider the metric structure jF on Pr* F which restricts to u-NF+nF/2JF 
uNF-nF/2 over {u} x M. We consider '\IF + vas (-I)NF-superconnection on F. 
We define the smooth family 0: (0,00) ~ n(M) such that 

p(Pr*('\lF + v), jF) = du 1\ 0 + r, 
where r does not contain duo Note that by Definition 3.15 

1= O(u)du = -ij(F,NF,JF,V). 

THEOREM 6.22. (1) For any u > 0, there exist C > 0, 8 > ° such that, for 
T 2: 1, we have 

(6.26) 

(2) For any T > 0, we have 

(6.27) lim c 1 f3T (Tc-I, c) = r L('\lTZ) 1\ O(T). 
0--->0 }z 

(3) There exists C > ° such that, for c E (0,1], c :::; T :::; 1, we have 

(6.28) c- 1 If3T (Tc-I,c)1 :::; C. 

(4) There exist 8 E (0,1], C> ° such that, for c E (0,1]' T 2: 1, we have 

( 9) -11f3T ( -1)1 C 6.2 c Tc, c :::; THo. 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 5.10. We now finish the proof of Theorem 5.10. For 
0< c < A and 1 < To, we consider the rectangle (T, u) E R := [1, ToJ x [c, AJ. By 
Corollary 6.19 we have faR (3 = dB fRO!' Thus 

lA (3U(To,u)du-1TD (3T(T,A)dT-1A (3U(l,u)du+ lTD (3T(T,c)dT 

= 11 + 12 + 13 + 14 

is an exact form. We take the limits A -+ 00, To -+ 00, and then c -+ 0 in the 
indicated order. Let Ij, j = 1, ... 4, k = 1,2,3 denote the value of the part I j after 

the kth limit. Then modulo exact forms on B, 2:;=1IJ == O. We obtain by the 
definition of r;(n(Z, F), NZ,F, JZ,F, d) that 

Ii = r;(n(Z,F),Nz,F,JZ,F,d). 

Furthermore, by Theorem 6.21 and in particular (6.25) we get 

Ii = Ig = i1(HH,hcGr(HH), JHH, JhcGr(HH)). 

From (6.20), (6.21), (6.22), and (6.23), we conclude that 

I~ = -i1(n(Z,H),Nz ,JZ,H,dZ) - "L,i1(lg[r,N,gEr ,J,gEr ,/gdr). 
r;::::2 

Finally, using Theorem 6.22, we get 

11=- hL(VTZ) Ai1(F,NF,JF,V). 

These four equations imply the theorem. o 
6.5. Proof of Theorem 5.11. By the variation formula for eta forms (The

orem 5.6) it suffices to prove Theorem 5.11 for a particular choice of Tfw, TrV, 
TrW, and gTZ, gTX, gTY. We will suppose that 

(6.30) Tfw c T[IW, 

gTZ = gTX ffi 7f~gTY. 

We consider a family of superconnections depending on two parameters (T, u) 
E (0,00) x (0,00). The parameter u is the usual rescaling parameter associated to 
the total grading of n(Z, F). In the present case the fibre Z is the total space of 
a fibre bundle Z -+ Y with fibre X. The parameter T is introduced to perform 
an adiabatic limit in this fibration. For large T the vertical part corresponding to 
dX,F of the differential dF is scaled to become large with respect to the horizontal 
part. 

Let us now fit this idea into the formalism. We consider the space S := (0,00) x 
(0, (0) x S. Let pr: S -+ S denote the projection and define W := pr*W -+ S 
with fiber Z. Let prw: W -+ W be the canonical projection. We consider the 
decomposition of the vertical bundle TZ = TXffiTH Z, where TH Z := T1HWnTZ. 
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Then TH Z ~ 7rrTY. We define the metric gTZon Z = priv(TX ED 7riTY) such 
that it restricts to u-2(T-2gTX ED 7rrgTY) over (T, u) x S. The metric gTZ and 
privJF together induce the metric structure jZ,F on pr*O(Z, F) as in (5.1). 

Let dprw F be the twisted de Rham differential on O(W,privF). Further let 
p( dprwF , jZ,F) be the form on S defined by (5.2) if n is even (resp. by (5.7) if n 
is odd). 

DEFINITION 6.23. We define {3 = du 1\ {3u + dT 1\ (3T to be the part of 
p(dprwF,jZ,F) of degree one with respect to the coordinates (T,u), with func
tions {3u, (3T: (0,00) x (0,00) --> O(S). 

The following fact is an immediate consequence of the fact that p(d, jZ,F) is 
closed. Let d = dT,u + dS be the decomposition of the de Rham differential on 
(0,00) x (0,00) x S. 

COROLLARY 6.24. There exists a smooth family O!: (0,00) x (0,00) --> O(S) 
such that 

(6.31) dT,u{3 = dT 1\ du dS O!. 

To compare easily to [24, §4-§9]' in the following we will write down explicitly 
{3u, {3T. For aI, 0!2 two differential forms on S, we denote {O!l + dU0!2}du = a2, 
and {O!l + dT a2}dT = 0!2. 

Let J;"F, *T be the metric structure and the Hodge star operator on O(Z, F) 
with respect to the metrics T- 2gTX ED7rigTY and JF (cf. Subsection 4.3.1). Then 
we have J;"F = T-Nx+dimX/2JZ,FTNx-dimX/2. Denote ZJ;.,F = ~-l J;"F. 
Let dZ,F, \7Z,F, iT be the operators defined in Subsection 5.2.2. Let (dF)r, (dZ,FH" 
(iT);', (\7Z,F);, be the formal adjoints of dF, dZ,F, iT, \7Z,F, respectively, with 
respect to the metric structure J;"F on O(Z, F). Then 

(6.32) 
_18*T 1 . 

*T aT = T (2Nx - dIm X) , 

(dF);, = T-2Nx (dF)r T2Nx. 

For u > 0, we set 

We denote by [A, B] = AB - BA the commutator. For T ~ 1, set Au,T = 
TNxC3,u2,TT-Nx. Then from the above equations we get 



(6.33) 

Thus we get 

(6,34) 
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(3u = (21l'i)-1/2'P { Tr [ZJZ'F exp( - A~,T + du (:u AU•T ))] ru 
, 

(31' = (21l'i)-1/2'P { Tr [ZJZ'F exp( -A~,T + dT (:TAu,T))] } dT 
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• If n is odd, we introduce an extra odd variable (J as in Subsection 5.2.2, 
Then 

(6.35) 

Remark that J;"F commute with (VZ,F + (VZ,Frh dZ,F + (dZ,F)y, iT+ (iT )y. Let 

A~:T be the part of Au,T of degree i in A(T* 5). Then A~t~~ = HVZ,F + (VZ,F)y). 
- (1) JZ,F (0) (2) 

Set Au,T = Au,T + z (Au,'J' + Au,T)' Then 

(6.36) u 1 {[ -2 a _ ] } du 
(3 = yJi'P Tra exp(-Au,T+du(auAu,T)) , 

l' 1 -2 a -{ }
dT 

(3 = yJi'P Tra[exp(-AU,T+dT(aTAu,T))] 

The following theorems can be shown by adapting the the method [24] to our 
present situation. 

Let S : = (0, (0) x 5 and pr 1: S ---> 5 be the projection. We consider the 
bundle if := pr*V ---> S. Let prv: if ---> V be the induced map and H(X, F) = 

prvH(X, F) be the pull-back of the flat cohomology bundle H(X, F) of (O(X, F), 
dX,F). We consider the metric structure jH(X,F) which restricts to 

u -N H(X,:F)+nH(X,F) /2prVJH (X,F) UN H(X,F) -nH(X,F)/2 

over {u} x V. Furthermore, we consider the vertical metric g'l'Y, which restricts to 
~2prvgTY on {u} x V. They induce the metric structure jY,H(X,F) on pri O(Y, 

H(X,F)) as in (5.1). Let dH(X,F) be the twisted de Rham differential on oW, 
prvH(X,F)). Note that the Z-grading operators Nz , Nx , Ny act naturally 
on O(Y,H(X,F)). Then dH(X,F) is a flat (-l)JVz-superconnection on priO(Y, 
H(X,F)). We define the family ry: (0,00) ---> 0(5) such that 

p(dH(X,F), jy,H(X,F)) = du A 'Y + r, 
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where r does not contain duo Note that p(dH(X,F) , jY,H(X,F)) = ° if dim X is odd. 
Furthermore, note that by Definitions 5.3 and 5.4 

(6.37) 100 
"(( u) du = -ii(he£l, NhcE" JhCEl, hedl) 

= -ii(n(Y, H(X,F)), Ny, JY,H(X,F) , dH(X,F)). 

THEOREM 6.25. (1) For any u > 0, we have 

(6.38) lim (3U(T,u) = ,,((u). T-->oo 
(2) For ° < Ul < U2 fixed, there exists C > ° such that, for u E [Ul, U2], T ~ 1, 
we have 

(6.39) 

(3) We have the following identity: 

(6.40) lim roo {3U(T,u)du= roo ,,((u)du- '2:. ii(LS£n N LSEr ' JLsEr, Lsdr ). 

T-->ooh h ~2 

THEOREM 6.26. (1) There exists a smooth family a: (0,00) ----; 0,(8) such that, 
for T ~ 1, we have 

lim (3T(T,u) = a(T). u-->oo 
(2) There exist constants C > 0, 8 > ° such that, for T ~ 1, we have the following 
estimate: 

(6.41) 
c 

la(T)1 $ THo 

(3) We have the following identity: 

(6.42) 100 a(T) dT = -ii(1i(Z, F), LSGr(1i(Z, F)), JH(Z,F) , JLsGr(H(Z,F))). 

We consider the fibration W = (0,00) x W ----; V equipped with the vertical 
metric gTX which restricts to u-2gTX on {u} x W. Let Prw: W -> W be the 
projection. PrwJF and gTX induce a metric structure jX,F on prirn(X, F) as in 

(5.1). Let dPr~F be the twisted de Rham differential on n(W, PrwF). We define 
the smooth family fJ: (0,00) ----; n(V) such that 

p(dPr~F, jX,F) = du 1\ fJ + r, 

where r does not contain duo Note that by Definitions 5.3 and 5.4 

100 
fJ(u)du = -ii(n(X,F),Nx,JX,F,dF). 

The adiabatic family of metrics gT x ill ,]2 7rt gTY on Prw T Z on W induces a 

family of connections VTZ of PrwTZ which after restriction to {T} x W is the 
connection vf,z on TZ with respect to g:fz, T3HW, 7r3 defined by [5, Def. 1.6J. 
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By [24, Thm. 5.1], for large T, v~z converges to °VTZ + A3,oo, where A3 ,oo E 
T*W@End(THZ,TX). We define the smooth family),: (0, (0) --> f2(W) such that 

L(~TZ) = dT /\ ), + r 

and r does not contain dT. Now, by the same argument as in [24, § 5.7], we have 
the following proposition for the transgression L class. 

PROPOSITION 6.27. When T --> 00, then we have )'(T) = 0(T-2). Modulo 
exact forms on W we have 

(6.43) 

THEOREM 6.28. (1) For any u > 0, there exist C > 0, 5 > ° such that, for 
T ~ 1, we have 

(6.44) I T I C (3 (T,u) S TH1' 

(2) For any T > 0, we have 

(6.45) lim E- 1{3T(TE- 1, E) = r L(VTY)/\{)(T). 
E~O }y 

(3) There exists C > ° such that, for E E (0,1]' EST S 1, 

(6.46) E- 1 I{3T (TE-l, E) - fz p(VF, JF) /\ )'(TE- 1 ) I S C. 

(4) There exist 5 E (0,1]' C> ° such that, for E E (0,1]' T ~ 1, 
C 

(6.47) C 1 I{3T(TE- 1 ,E)1 S T1+8' 

PROOF OF THEOREM 5.11. We now finish the proof of Theorem 5.11. For ° < E < A and 1 < To, we consider the rectangle (1', u) E R:= [l,ToJ x [E, AJ. By 
Corollary 6.24 we have JaR {3 = dS JR Q. Thus 

A To A 10 1 {3U(To,u)du- f {3T(T,A)dT-l {3U(l,u)du+ f (37'(T,E)dT 

= h +h +h +14 

is an exact form. We take the limits A --> 00, To --> 00, and then E --> ° in the 
indicated order. Let If, j = 1, ... 4, k = 1,2,3 again denote the value of the part 
I j after the kth limit. By [28, §22, Thm. 17], df2(S) is closed under uniformly 

convergence on compact sets of S. Thus modulo exact forms on S, L~=l IJ == 0. 
We obtain from the definition of ii(f2(Z, F), N z , JZ,F, dF) that 

Il = ii(f2(Z, F), N Z, JZ,F, dF). 

Furthermore, by Theorem 6.26 and in particular (6.42) we get 

f~ = Ii = ii(HH, hcGr(HH), JHH, JhcGr(HH)). 
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From (6.37), (6.38), (6.39), and (6.40), we conclude that 

If = -i](n(Y, H(X,F)), Ny, JY,H(X,J:"l,dH(X,F») 

Finally, using Theorem 6.28, we get 

- L i](lg£r, NIgEr' JlgEr , 19dr ). 
re:: 2 

If = - [L(VTY ) /\i](n(X,F),Nx,JX,F,dF) 

-L L(TZ, VTZ, DVTZ) /\p(VF, JF) 

as follows: Convergence of the integrals below is granted by (6.44). We write 

[X! rF(T,f.)dT= 100 cl/F(Tf.-l,f.)dT. 

Using Proposition 6.27, (6.45), and (6.47), we get 

lim roo f.-I (3T (TC l , f.) dT = ( L(VTY) /\ roo (}(T) dT, 
<-->O}l }Y}l 

The remaining part of the integral yields by (6.43) 

lim Jl C l ( p(VF, JF) /\ >'(TC I )dT = ( p(VF, JF) /\ roo >.(T)dT 
<-->0 < }z }Z}l 

= - L L(TZ, VTZ, °VTZ) /\p(VF, JF). 

These four equations for 12, k = 1, ... ,4, imply Theorem 5.11. 0 
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